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Opposition To Haynsworth Is
Announced By GOP Whip
By ROY MCGHEE
WASHINGTON (UPI) — Sen-
ate Republican Whip Robert P.
Griffin announced his opposi-
tion today to the Supreme
Court nomination of Clement
F. Haynsworth.
Griffin, who led opposition
last fall that blocked Abe Fort-
as from being elevated to chief
justice and subsequently_ took
a major hand in criticism of
Fortas that led to his resigna-
tion from the court, said he had
Seen&Heard
Around
Murray
Squirmls must have more than
one life, maybe not nine, but
two or three at least, Coming
to work this morning a Squir-
rel literally ran under a car as
it crossed the street. It missed
being killed by no more than
one second.
An uncommon sight this morn-
ing, maybe -fifty-or---one hund-
red small brown niothi 'Cluster-
ed on the side of the building
across the street. We figured
they were seeking warmth from
the building.
Bob Carpenter and us walked
across to take a look see. Noth-
ing spectacular, mind you, but
just unusual.
We failed to mention yester-
day that there were about fif-
ty blooms on our Hibiscus. A
rewarding sight.
ke person met yesterday Mrs.
Mary Toombs. They are new
(Conti wet' Or. Page Teo)
Man Injured
In Fall Here
Willie Phelps of Benton
Route One is reported in fair
machtion this morning by au-
borates at the Murray -Galloway
County Hospital.
Phelps was injured Tuesday
at 10:10 a. m. when he fell
forty feet from a ladder while
working on the addition to the
Price Doyle Fine Arts building
at Murray State University, ac-
cording to Dwain McIntosh of
the Public Relations Depart-
ment of the University.
The man was repeated to
have had all the ribs on his
left side broken in the fall,
according to hospital officials.
Phelps is an employee of the
Allen and O'Hara Construction
Company of Memphis, Tenn.
it.
made his position known in a
letter to President Nixon.
Griffin was named to the
Senate Judiciary Committee by
the Republicans recently on the
theory that he was a sure sup-
porter of Haynsworth. His de-
cision not to do so was a blow
to the 56-year-old U.S. Circuit
judge's chances of confirmat-
ion.
"I believe Judge Haynsworth
to be an honest man and a
learned judge," Griffin told a
reportert "but legitimate and
substantial doubt has been rais-
ed concerning his sensitivity to
the high ethical standards de-
manded of the bench."
The 46-year-old assistant GOP
leader prepared a statement on
his position saying, "public con-
fidence in the Supreme Court
as an institution is the over-
riding consideration as far as
7 am concerned."
Griffin made public his posi-
tion just before a closed meet-
ing of the Judiciary Committee,
called to consider the Hayns-
worth nomination.
Critics of Haynsworth have
been insisting on answers to
more questions about his activ-
-ities both on and off t he
her*.
- There have- -been -allegatIOns
of possible Conflict fairest
on his part — or at least lack
of sensitivity — for business
dealings involving firms which
(Continued On Pipe Tan)
NOW YOU KNOW
by United Press international
A narwhal's tusk is always
twisted in a left-handed spiral.
Directors Of Red
Cross Will Meet
On Next Tuesday
The regular quarterly meet-
ing of the Calloway County Red
Cross chapter will be held on
Tuesday, October 14 at 4:00
p.m. in the jury room of the
courthouse.
The newly appointed Field
Representative, Chester Butler,
who lives in Murray, will be
present for this meeting.
Other business will include
a report from the West Ken-
tucky Red Cross Conference,
financial summary of. the Hur-
ricane Camille Fund, reports
from Volunteers, Service to
Military and additional items
which are on the agenda.
All directors are urged to be
present for this meeting.
Bible Institute
Starts Tonight At
Sugar Creek Church
The Sugar Creek Baptist
Church will be engaged in a
Bible Institute for young prea-
chers starting tonight, Wednes-
day, October 8, at seven p.m.,
and continuing through Satur-
day, October ll.
Ronnie Wingo of Providence
and P. T. Alexander of Kerala,
India, will be the speakers for
tonight (Wednesday).
The Thursday evening speak-
:era will_he. _Ronnie Adams-oaf*
Baidwell and- Mike Farmer--
Clinton. Tommy Hill of Mem-
phis, Tenn., will be the Friday
speaker.
Daryl Beesley of Energy, Ill.,
and Ray Waugh, Jr., of San
Antonio, Texas, will be the
speakers on Saturday.
The church minister, Rev.
Gerald Owen, and the congre-
gation invite the public to at-
tend these services.
One Injured In Four Car
Collision At Intersection
Mrs. Melvin (Fannie Wyatt)
Young of Kirksey Route One
was injured Tuesday at 1:17
p.m. in a four car accident at
North 12th and Olive Streets,
according to the report filed by
the investigating officers of the
Murray Police Department.
The injured woman was re-
ported to have been hurt about
the head and knee. She was
treated at the Houston-McDe-
vitt Clinic.
Cars involved in the collision
were a 1985 Chevrolet four
door owned by Melvin Young
and driven by Fannie Wyatt
Young, a 1985 Cadillac four
door driven by Edward Erwin
Smith of 302 North 12th Street,
a 1985 Buick two door driven
by Floyd Ayes Horelson of Pa-
ducah, and a 1960 Oldsmobile
four door station wagon owned
by Ronnie Roberts and driven
by Eva June Ryan Roberts of
308 South 10th Street.
Horelson, going west on
\
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Pictured here •re the four cars that ware imolyed in
the accident that occurred at 12th and Oily. Street Tuesday
afternoon. Starting at the upper left and going clockwise
are: A 1965 Chevrolet driven by Fannie Wyatt Young; 1965
Olive Street, told the police
he did not see the stop sign at
North 12th Street, and hit the
Young car going north on 12th
Street, according to the police
report. The Young car was then
knocked in front of the Smith
car going south on 12th, and
then struck the Roberts station
wagon that was parked headed
north on 12th, after her en-
gine had stopped, according to
the police report.
Damage to the Young car
was on the rear, right, and left
side and the front end, to the
Smith ear on the front end and
left side, to the Horelson car on
the front end and hood, and to
the Roberts car on the left
side and rear.
One hour later at 2:17 p.m.
a two car collision occurred on
Broach Avenue.
Cars involved were a 1963
(Continued On Pipe Ten)
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Archie Tripp
Passes Away
Archie A. Tripp, retired min-
ister a the Church of God,
succumbed this morning at
4:15 at the Murray-Calloway Co-
unty Hospital. He was 75 years
of age and his death was due
to complications fallowing an
extended illness.
The deceased was born Sep-
tember 4, 1894, in Calloway Co-
unty and his parents were Tho-
mas Tripp and Irene Ragsdale
Tripp. He had retired as a min-
ister of the Church of God af-
ter serving ro over fifty years.
Survivors are his wife, Mrs.
Velma Harris Tripp of 1302 Sy-
camore Street; one daughter,
Mrs. Maicia Turner of 1308 Sy-
camore Street; one son, Win-
ear Tripp of 1301 Sycamore
Street; one brother, Ira IL
Tripp of Murray Route Six;
three grandchildren, Ernest
Turner, Gaynell Turner, and
Evelyn Sue Tripp; three great
grandchildren, Kathryn Gail
Turner, Sands Turner, and
Ricky Turner.
Funeral services will be held
Friday at two p. m. at the cha
pel of the Max H. Churchill
Funeral Home with Rev. Jessie
Daugherty and Rev. Doyle Webb
officiating.
Burial will be in the Lone
MURRAY STATE ENROLLMENT
SHOWS DROP FROM LAST FALL
Boots And Slippers
Square Dance Club
Plans Open House
The Boots and Slippers
Square Dance Club will have an
open house at the Murray
American Legion Hall on Satur-
day, October 11, at eight p.m.
Bill Dunn will be caller. Free
cake and coffee will be served
Everyone is invited to come to
enjoy a night of fun and good
fellowship, a club spokesman
said. All children and teenag-
ers are welcome.
Any adult, teenager, or child
interested in learning to square
dance is asked to come. For
mue information about square
daWcing call Bill Dunn at 753-
1386 or Jerry Vance at 436-
5693.
Dr. Mathis Will
Be Hazel Speaker
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet on Thursday, October 9,
at seven p.m. at the club room.
Dr. Gilbert Mathis of Murray
State University will speak on
"Consumer Education".
Hostesses for the meeting will
be Mrs. J. W. Jones and Mrs.
Jerry Thompson
THREE CITED
Three persons Vere cited by
the Murray Police Department
yesterday and last night. They
were one for disregarding a
stop sign, one for no operator's
license and improper registra-
tion, and one for running a red
light.
Increased Nonresident Fees
Cited As Main Cause Of Drop
Increased out of state tuition
fees have been cited by a Mur-
ray State University official as
the major reason for the first
drop in fall semester enroll-
ment at the university in se-
ven years.
A total of 7,256 students are
in school at Murray State this
fall—a drop of 78 students from
the record enrollment of 7,334
a year ago, according to Wilson
Gantt, registrar and director of
admissions.
Gantt said the hike in tuition
fees appears to be the main
cause for the decline in enroll-
ment, with expanding junior
college and community college
systems in Kentucky and neigh-
Oak Cemetery in Calloway Co-
mity. with the. arrangepients_ TheNInter' Months:WA -Hold Grief For
at Home where friends may
call.
University School
PTA Events Are
Listed For Year
Mrs. Hugh Noffsinger, presi-
dent of the University School
has released the fol-
lowing plans for the academic
year. 1969-70
The Murray Sanitation System Operation
The Murray Sanitation Sys-
tem has reached a point where
something must be done if the
system is to continue to give
the service which is demanded
by a growing community.
This was the concensus of
opinion of A. B. Crass, Chair-
man of the City Council Sanita-
t.on Committee and Rex Bill-
On October 16 at 6:30 p.m., ington, Superintendent of the
there will be a potluck dinner System in a meeting held yes-
.a6 opal, house, es wiwob tungetarday at the system's head-
parents may tour the new eie- quarters located on US 641
mentary school in use for the North near the by-pass inter.
first time this year. section.
Billington reviewed the con-
dition of the five compactor
type trucks used by the system
in its daily collection of gar-
bage and trash.
The system has a 1961 In-
ternational truck, a 1964 Dodge,
a 1965 International, a 1966
Ford and a 1968 International.
"If it were not for the fact
that the employees of the sys-
tem were so good at repair and
maintenance, the vehicles would
have broken down long ago",
Billington said.
The 1961 International has
had the motor changed one
time, the transmission repaired
and the drive shaft repaired
with all of this work being
Other events are Nivember
14, Conference Day; December
18, Christmas Program, Febru-
ary 26, business meeting, Uni-
versity School Auditorium; May
1, Conference Day; May 14,
Student Recognition, Installat-
ion of Officers; June 2, Senior
Reception.
Other members of the Exe-
cutive Council are Vernin
Shown, Director of University
School; Mrs. Frank Kodman,
vice president; Mrs. Charles
.Chaney, secretary; Miss Sue
Fairless, treasurer; and Mrs
Purdom Lovett, advisor.
Standing Committees are:
Membership, Mrs. Larry Sul
fill; magazine, Mrs. Arvin Craf-
ton; publicity, Mrs. W. J. Pit-
man; health and safety, Mrs.
Don Tucker; hospitality, Mrs.
Harold Robertson, Mrs. John
Gordon Taylor, Mrs. Joseph
Rose, and Mrs. John Mikulcik.
4 •
lb%; ft
•
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Buick driven by Floyd Horrelson of Paducah; 1965 Cadillac
driven by Edward Erwin Smith and; 1960 Oldsmobile station
wagon driven by Eva June Roberts.
(Staff Photos by Gene McCutcheon)
Wranglers To Have
Country Show Here
A country music show will
be held at the riding pen of
the Wranglers Riding Club on
 .Friday, October 10, at seven
p.m.
The program will include le-
cal musical groups and bands.
The admission is 75 cents per
car load.
STRAYED PUPPY
A black and grey puppy, mix-
ed breed, with long hair has
strayed to the home of Bill
Halford, 708 Elm Street. It has
two collars around its neck.
Call 753-4710.
SHOOT PLANNED
New Providence Riding Club
will have a shoot at the Arena,
Saturday, October 18, starting
at nine a.m. Sandwiches, cof-
fee and cold drinks will be
sold at the concession stand.
MALE KITTENS
Two beautiful male kittens
to give to someone for pet..
They are fat, healthy, an d
housebroken. Call 753-3984 af-
ter five p.m.
FINED IN MAYFIELD
Joe B. Bowden of Kirksey
Route One was fined $5.00 and
costs for making improper left
turn and Michael C. Hicks of
Murray Route Two was fined
$5.00 and costs for disregard-
ing a traffic light in the May-
field City Court, according to
the court report published in
the voyfield Messenger.,
done by employees of the sys-
tem.
The employees of the system
have also repaired the brakes,
repaired the universal joint and
replaced the carbureator of the
second oldest .truck, the 1964
Dodge.
The system purchased a new
chassis for one of the first ve-
hicles bought, now the 1965 In-
ternational, and used the same
compactor type body which was
on the old truck.
The 1966 Ford had the motor
Essie Pucketts To
Observe Golden
Anniversary Day
Mr. and Mrs. Essie Puckett
of Hardin will celebrate their
50th wedding anniversary with
a reception in the fellowship
hall of the Dexter-Hardin Unit-
ed Methodist Church on Sun-
day, Ocotber 12, between the
hours of two and five p.m.
All friends and relatives are
invited to attend.
The Pucketts were married
October 10, 1919 by the Rev.
W. T. Snow in Paris, Tenn.
Their attendants were Mrs.
Eldridge Vick of Paducah and
the late Mr. Vick.
Mrs. Puckett, the former
Marietta Coursey, is the daugh-
ter of the late Mr. and Mrs.
Walter Coursey of Dexter.
A retired N. C. & St. L. Rea-
road employee, Mr. Puckett is
the son of the late Mr. and Mrs.
I. D. Puckett, also of Dexter.
Their sons are Larry D.
Puckett of Murray, James D.
Puckett of Hazel Route Two,
and Bobby Lee Puckett of Har-
din. They have four grandchil-
dren, Mrs. Cynthia Kelso, Miss
Lynn Puckett, Miss Teresa
Puckett, and Kim Puckett,
Willard J. Ails
Is Guest Speaker
For The Hazel PTA
Willard J. Alls, pharmacist at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital, was the guest speaker
at the meeting of the Hazel
Elementary School Parent-Tea-
cher Association held on Thurs-
day evening
"How Safe Are You" was the
subject of the talk by Ails who
discussed narcotics, the use, the
safety, and the detrimental ef-
fects. He was introduced by
Gene Orr Miller, program chair-
man.
Johnny Dale, minister of the
New Providence Church of
Christ, gave the devotion on
the subject, "Effective Utiliza-
tion Of Time". He also led the
group in singing.
The president, Gerald Coles,
presided. Ray Dunn read the
minutes and Mrs. Carolyn Alton
gave the treasurer's report.
Refreshments were served.
The room count was won by
the sixth grade, Mrs Edward
Curd, teacher,
replaced and the transmission
repaired two times.
The best vehicle in the fleet
of trucks is the 1968 Internat-
ional which was purchased last
year.
Billington said that the trucks
have been equipped with re-
capped tires in an effort to
save money.
"The system literally could
not have operated if normal re-
(Continued On Page Tan)
TURKEY SHOOT
A turkey shoot will be held at
the Calloway County 4 Fair-
grounds on Saturday, October
25, starting at nine a.m., spon-
sored by the Kirksey Elemen-
tary School PTA. Sandwiches,
candy, drinks, and shells will
be sold at the shoot site.
boring states as a secondary
factor.
Noting record high enroll-
ments in both the junior and
senior classes and in the num-
ber of graduate students, Gantt,
pointed out that 54.6 per cent
of the student population at
Murray State this f,.:1 is enroll-
ed in upper level courses.
Bob the freshman and sopho-
more classes have fewer stu-
dents enrolled this fall than
last year. The total number of
students in the first two years
-is 290 less this fall than :n 1968.
Out of state tuition fees in-
creases. were announced in the
early summer of 1968 by the
Kentucky Council on Public
Higher Education and became
effective in the fall of that year.
However, we felt the an-
nouncement last year came so
late that many incoming fresh-
men students had made up
their minds and had -Made 'all
arrangements about school, and
it was too late for them -to
make a change," Gantt said.
Tuition fees for out of state
students at Murray State are
now $380 per semester com-
pared to $130 per semester for
Kentucky students. Five years
ago fees were $162 for out of
state students and $87 for Ken-
tucky students.
Gantt pointed out that the
geographical location of Murray
State -makes the higher out of
state tuition particulary signi-
ficant, noting the proximity of
four states—Tennessee, Mis-
souri, Illinois and Indiana.
A breakdown by class enroll-
ment this fall shows 1,937
fresh-men, 1,376 sophomores 1,-
499 juniors, 1,700 seniors and
744 graduate students. The num-
ber of out of state students in
the freshman clam is •371, less
than half that total of 733 en-
rolled for the fall semester
five years ago.
Navy Gives 80 More River
Patrol Boats To So. Vietnam
By WALTER WHITEHEAD
SAIGON (UPI) — In another
move to "Vietnamize" the war,
the U.S. Navy said today it is
turning over 80 more river pa.
trol boats worth a total of $7.3
million to the South Vietna-
mese.
The turnover ceremonies Fri-
day will be the war's biggest
single transfer of naval hard-
ware from U.S. hands to the Sai-
gon government, bringing t
229 the number of naval ves-
sels given to South Vietnam.
. .
Another part of the Vietna-
mization program continued to-
day with the departure of 150
,more U.S. servicemen for home
— the Army's 237th Combat
Support Company, bound f o r
New York City to be inactivat-
ed.
Assuming command of the
river patrol boats will be South
Vietnamese navy personnel who
have completed a 12-week
course on how to use them in
river patrols and combat.
Navy spokesmen disclosed
the turnover as communiques
reported light combat, with a
total of 47 guerrilla soldiers
killed in combat within 75 miles
of Saigon Tuesday — the only
fighting reported.
It was one of the lightest
days of fighting since the cur-
rent lull began nearly three
weeks ago. Fourteen towns and
military camps came under
shelling attack overnight but
losses were described as light.
Prime Minister Tran Thien
Khiem of South Vietnam joined
other top U.S. and government
commanders today in predict-
ing a new wave of Viet Cong
and North Vietnamese attacks,
mostly small-scale terror ac-
tions.
"I think they will try to stop
our efforts in bringing security
to the countryside rather than
launching more big offensives
such as we used to see," he told
newsmen.
Twenty-two of the Communist
troops died in the only ground.
attack reported from Tuesday,
an assault that inflicted light
losses on a South Vietnamese
battalion near Cai Be, 50 miles
southwest of Saigon.
In the other actions, tr.---71.- -
helicopter gunships and river
patrol boats killed a total of 25
Viet Cong, most of them near
the Cambondian border north
of Saigon, U.S. headquarters
said
Two waves of B52 bombers
followed up the border-area
clashes with raids against what
(Continued On Page Ten)
WEATHER REPORT
United Preen International
Fair and cool today and
Thursday. High today in the
70s. Low tonight in the 40s to
low 50s. High Thursday in the
70s or low 80s. Friday partly
cloudy and a little warmer.
FIVE-DAY FORECAST
Temperatures Thursday thr
ough Monday will average 2 to
6 degrees below normal. Mild
until turning cooler end of this
week. Normal highs 69 to 75
Normal lows 43 to 53.
Rainfall will total near one-
half inch in scattered showers
end of this week.
LAKE DATA
Kentucky Lake, 7 am. 354.6,
down 0.5.
Below dam 301 8, up 0.2, no
gates open.
Barkley Lake, 7 am. 354.8,
down 0.3.
Below dam 3028, up 0.5.
Sunrise 6:56; sunset 6:30,
Moon rose 4:04 a.m.
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Ten Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
Deaths reported are Tolbert C. Carr. age 79, of Hurray Route
Two and Rhonda Sue Vance, infant daughter of Mr. and Mrs.
Charles Nance.
Army PFC Thomas C. Reeves, son of Mr. and Mrs. Albert V.
Reeves, Dexter, recently received air transportation training
while serving with the 8th Infantry Division in Germany.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Dan Workman of Murray Route One
are the parents of a son, Terry Dale torn October 6 at the Murray
Hospital.
Mrs. C. C. Lowry of Murray was installed as governor of the
First District of Women's Club at the meeting held at Marion.
20 Years Ago Today
LEDGER & TIMES FILE
The third straight win for Murray High School went into the record
books here last night as they romped over the Fulton High Bulldogs
42-6.
ChurchilLFADOCILHome celebrates its 63rd yr lathe
commimity today. -
Officers of the senior class at Lynn Grove High School are Bobby
Eaker, Donnie Darnell, Jerlene Lacciter, and Hyland Darnell.
The highway bridge across Kentucky Dam started to take shape
October 5 when the first steele girder was placed in position.
Bible Thought for Today
Then came the disciples to Jesus apart, and said, Why could we
not cast him out? And Jesus said unto them, because of your unbel-
ief. . — Matthew 1719, ZO.
Faith is a gift, quickened by God, nourished by man, and proved
in the venture.
Quotes From The News
By UNITED PRESS INTERNATIONAL
LAS VEGAS, Nev. — Bill Adams, assistant city manager, summ-
ing up the situation in the tense city from a rumor control center
which he manned for five hours:
"This has never been called a riot - it's a disturbance. Actually,
it has been a series of isolated incidents."
WASHINGTON - Sen. Frank Church, D-Idaho, in a speech acc-
ompanying his resolution demanding speedier pullout of the troops
in Vietnam:
"We have done enough. We have fought their war for five long
years and sacrificed almost 40,000 American lives. It is enough."
PARIS - Madame Nguyen Thi Chon, 42, a Viet Cow mother,
telling newsmen of alleged horrors in South Vietnamese prisons:
"Often a woman was tqrtured in front of her husband to make
her speak."
CHICAGO - U. S District Court Judge Julius J. Hoffman,
during the conspiracy trial of "The Chicago Eight," overruling
a defense objective to testimony that Abbie Hoffman unwittingly
asked a police undercover agent to help him capture a deputy
police superintendent:
"It has been the police practice for years to observe the conduct
of persons in public. There's no reason why surveillance of public
behavior becomes illegal merely because it's conducted 24 hours a
day. The right to speech and assembly does not include that one
can do it in public unobserved."
ALMANAC
By United Press International
Today Is Wednesday, Oct. 8,
the 281st day of 1969 with 84 to
follow.
The moon is between its last
quarter and new phase.
The morning stars are
Mercury, Venus and Saturn.
The evening stars are Mars
and Jupiter.
On this day in history:
In 1871 the great Chicago fire
started. It burned more than
17,000 buildings, killed severa2
hundred persons and left 98,000
homeless.
In 1923 Germany's shakey
postwar economy produced
such disastrous inflation that
one American penny was worth
more than six million marks.
In 1942 the first contingent of
World War II waves began naval
training for women at Smith
College in Massachusetts.
In 1967 former British Prime
Minister Clement Atlee died at
the age of 84.
— --
A thought for the day—
George Santayana said— "There
Is no cure for birth and death
save to enjoy the interval."
Mexican coffee use
MEXICO CITY (UPI) — Nice'.
:o consumes coffee at the rate
of 8.8 pounds per person per
year, according to the Mexican
Coffee Institute.
JOIN
4-Hers
may choose
from over
100
educational
learn by doing
opportunities
LOOKING BACK 30 YEARS — Harry lo• Waterfisrld looks back through some of
the material he has donated to the library of his alma meter, Murray State University. The
two-time former lieutenant governor, a 1932 graduate of Murray State, donated papers and
mementos reflecting more than 30 years of his public and political career to the school
In his native Calloway County. University offficials have honored Waterfliald in recent
years by naming the student union building In his honor In 1959 arid by granting him an
honorary doctor of laws degree last summer— making him ono of only five men so honored
In the university's 47-year history. (Photo by Wilson Woolley)
John Fred
Williams
To Retire
Asohlanc1--Aahland Oil & Re-
fining Company President John
Fred Williams announced
retirement today.
Retirement of the well-known
Kentuckian concludes a career
that succeasfuly spanned edu-
cation, poLitics and business.
Born in the village of Volga,
Ky., in 1904, he began a career
in education in a small one-
room schoolhouse in the hills
of eastern Kentucky. From that
beg:Innen, he rapidly progressed
to the principalship of a high
school. In 1934 he wee appoint-
ed to the Superintendent's post
for the Jotuison County (Ky.)
Schools, and in 1044, he won
handily in hiss campaign for
the Superintencient of Public
Instruction for the Bluegrass
State. After nariowly losing the
Republican nomination for gov-
ernor in Kentucky, he entered
the business world.
Hired in December 1948 by
the late Paul G. Blazer. found-
Harry Lee Waterfield Donates His Papers
And Mementos To Murray State Library
By Dwain McIntosh
Harry Lee Waterfield, twice
lieutenant governor of Ken-
tucky and a 1932 Murray State
dixivensity graduate, has donat-
ed. • collection 'cif papers and
---raitieting the
years of his public and politi-
cal career to the library of his
alma meter.
Two truckloads amounting to
more than two tons of material
have already been shipped to
the campus for inventory and
csitaloging and morels expect
ed shortly, according to Char
les Hinds, Murray State librae
Sen.
After analysis and classifica-
tion by the special collections
division of the library, the pa-
pers will be released for re-
stricted use and many of the
mementos will be put on dis-
PlaY.
A native of Calloway County
where the university is located,
Waterfie/d's ties with the school
have been close since it was
founded in 1922. Ass a young
boy he often worked and play-
ed on the farm that is now the
site of the oldest section of the
campus.
University officials in recent
years have acknowledged his
support and friendship to the
university by naming the stu-
dent union building in his hon-
or in 1959 and by granting him
en honorary doctor of laws de-
gree last summer—making him
one of only five men so honor-
ed in the achool's 47-year his-
tory.
Waterfield said he is "pleas-
ed and proud to make the con-
tribution," adding that he hopes
the collectioo will be benefic-
ial to the university's educa-
tional purpose.
"Murray State University lass
been kind to me," he said, "and
I consider it a high privilege
and honor to show my grati-
tude by reciprocating in this
way."
Paper in the Waterfield col-
lection includes documents,
books,, manuals, correaponderi-
2e, photographic prints and neg-
atives, tape recordings, movie
reels, microfilmed data, press
r:lippings, campaign buttons and
an oil portrait.
His mementos cover a wide
range of items—nameplates,
No. 2 license plates from his
terms as lieutenant governor,
sophies and plaques, an his-
ork assortment of gave-Is, peon
and a wide array of gifts se-
zumulated during his years LI
field collection include virtual
ly every significant political
figure in Kentucky for the pet
25 years," Hinds added. "These,
along with the material from
political campaigns and from
pablic service, will be of im.
mense value to faculty mem.
tiers and political science stu
dents doing research work it
the areas of politics, govern
ment and public affairs."
The Murray State library al
90 has the collections of Ken
tacky author and poet Jess(
Stuart and of the late Robert
A. (Fats) Everett, Eighth Dis-
trict Ccmgressrnan from Ten-
nessee for more than 10 years.
Other cceigressmen and form-
ercongressmen from Weetern
Kentucky and Western Tennes-
see have indicated an interest
ia making the university li-
brary a depository for their pa-
DerS.
sublic life.
Waterfield's career in poll-The special collections see-
tics and public affairs is a gilt-
tion of the library will house tering one—eix terms in thethe paper in the collection and
state House of representatives,many of the mementos will be two as speaker;! two terms ason display in a fourth floor 11. lieutenant governor and, as
such, eight years as president
of the Senate and chairman of
the Legislative Research Com-
mission; three primary races
for governor; one term as chair-
man of the National Confer.
ence of Lieutenant Governors;
and numerous terms of state-
brary room designated by Uni-
versity President Harry M.
Sparks as the Waterfield Grad-
uate Reading Room.
Hinds called the collection
"a valuable ease!" to the li-
brary.
He explained that the Mur.
ray State library is collecting
material in two major areas—
Kentucky literature and mod.
ern politics.
'Photographs in the Water
er of Vie firm, Mr. Williams
6rOtagtE his wade experience In
education and politics to the
company' personnel depart.
menA In 1950 he became the
personnel director and in 1954
be wee named vice 'president.
He served in an important ad-
visory capacity in labor rela-
tions and public affairs for the
company during its growth tofr 
a billion dollar sales firm.
Mr. Williams, 65, is a grad 
uate of the University of Lou
isville and has done graduate
work at the University of Cin-
cinnati and the University at
Chicago. He has also been ac-
tive in area activities as a
pint chairman of the Boyd Co-
unty (Ky.) Heart Fund Cam-
paign, a member of the Voca-
tional Education Advisory Com-
mittee, and has been on the
University of Kentucky Board of
Trustees and the Kentucky State
Fair Board. He is also a past
president of the Kentucky-Ten-
nessee-Ohio Valley Personnel
Relations Conference.
Mr. Williams is an avid his-
torian who plans to spend some
of his retirement time in con-
tinued research of the early
settlers of western Virginia and
eastern Kentucky.
He is married to the form-
er Miss Carrie Bennett Cecil.
They have two children, John
M. Williams, an Ashland attor-
ney, and Mrs. Howard Van-
Antwerp, III, also of Ashland
They have five grandchildren
Mr. and Mrs. Williams reside
at 712 Bellefonte-Princess Road
in Ashland.
Swedish automobile
and parts trade
STOCKHOLM (UPI) — Swe-
den exported cars and apart
parts worth $373,200,000 in
1968. Imports of cars were
valued at $286,000,000, thus
creating a favorable "car trade
balance.-
MURRAY
'.mewls -Ilia THEATRE
* Ends Tonite *
"IF IT'S TUESDAY THIS
MUST BE BELGIUM"
* Thur.-Fri.-Sat.
To0
isamaan"
r
level service to the Democrat(
Party in a variety of capacities.
His private life reflects the
same degree of success as an -
insurance executive, newspaper
publiaher, and tawnier and cat-
tle breeder.
The library at Murray State
houses 185,000 volumes, exclud-
ing Periodinals It consists of
the main building, oonetructed
in 1931, and the C. S. -Lowry
Library Addition, completed
and dedicated in 1967.
WHOPT
* TODAY *
thru Saturday
What's wrong with..
— sets Irma' CHER-COLOR
t 1969 A,..ncon internirtionsi Pictures
• 11,
Stutterers unite
JYVASKYLA, Finland (UPI).
Finland's nearly 40,000 stut-
terers have their own associationi
with headquarters here. The
organization tries to help stut.
terers by giving them informa-
tion on treattnent and by pro-1
moting research into the causesl_
of stuttering.
* * *
Senior benefits
NEW YORK (UPI) —
Persona 65 years .and over re-
ceived more than $363 million
in health insurance benefits from
private insurance companies in
1968, the Health Insurance Insti-
tute reports. The benefits from
policies supplemented coverage
provided through the Medicare
program.
e0LoRs Deluxe
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NOVO THRU• OCT. 4_
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Features at:
1:30, 3:30, 7:30 & 9:30
United Artists
1 Reserved Performance Tickets Available for 7:30 Show— ALL SEATS $2.00 —
COMMISSIONER MILLER
on Kentucky
Agriculture
by I Robert (Bob) Miller
Marketing Services Up
Food Prices
Last week, we took a look
at some of the reasons for de-
clining net farm income — in-
creases of 106 per cent in taxes,
77 per cent in labor, 33 per cent
in motor vehicles, and so on.
This week, let's take a look at
WHY the farmer gets less now
than he formerly did of the food
When the consumer spends a
dollar on food at the grocery
store, he Is buying 40 cents
worth of products and 60 cents
of marketing service. In the first
three months of this year, far-
mers received an average of 40
cents of each dollar consumers
spent at retail for U. S. farm-
produced food — nearly the same
as 10 years earlier, but 10 cents
less than 20 years earlier.
The farmer's share, says the
U. S. Department of Agriculture,
depends both on the prices he
receives for his products and the
costs of marketing them. The
more marketing services, the
greater the cost. For instance,
the farmer's share of the con-
sumer's dollar Is smaller for a
highly-serviced product such as
bread (14 cents) than for an un-
processed product such as eggs
(65 cents).
Actually, farmers' more—effi-
cient production practices have
not been reflected in retail food
prices. Wages of food-marketing
employees have increased by
$1.82 an hour average in the last
10 years to $2.67 average ... But
Increased farm production kept
the rise in labor costs per unit
of product marketed to about 27
per cent.
Another very interesting tact
reported by the USDA is that
prices for food away from home
have increased much more than
for food at home. By last year,
prices for restaurant meals were
43 per cent higher than 10 years
earlier, but prices of food at
retail stores were up only about
20 per cent. By the middle of
this year, sales at restaurants
were running 70 per cent above
the 1957-59 figure—all these re-
flecting on food costs added after
leaving the farmer's hands,
Your Kentucky Department of
Agriculture Is trying, through
market research and develop-
ment, among other things, to
bring about a better balance in
prices — a balance that will be
reflected in MORE farm income,
proportionately.
it.
HAS ARRIVED
YOU ASKED FOR IT. WE HAVE IT.
SAMSONITE ATTACHE CASE
OR THE LOW,
LOW PRICE OF ONLY
S895
THIS CASE REGULARLY SELLS FOR $16.5
Only A Limited Number Of These Cases
Are Available. This is The Last Time We
Will Be Able To Make This Offer.
-Buy Yours Today-
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Sports Parade
By MILTON RICHMAN
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)- Pretty
soon now the Baltimore Orioles
are going to get a little
surprise.
They're going to find out a
few things they don't know
about the New York Mets.
As matters now stand, the
Orioles figure the '69 Mets are
pretty much like the '66
Dodgers, and if you have a
little trouble remembering how
that Baltimore-Los Angeles
meeting came out three years
ago merely thumb through that
part of the record book which
lists "World Series - Four
Straight."
The Dodgers had a couple of
pitchers that year whose names
you may remember, Sandy
Koufax and Don Drysciale. They
also had eight other men in the
lineup but you try remembering
any of them.
Pitches Against Dodgers
Jim Palmer remembers be-
cause he pitched against them
In the second game of the
Worio aeries mat year anch
emerged as the youngest
pitcher ever to hurl a shutout in
a World Series.
Palmer feels the same way
most of the other Orioles do.
He feels pitching is the Mets'
strong suit, and he's right. He
and the other Orioles also feel
the Mets, like those '66
Dodgers, have only two real
hitters, Cleon Jones and Tom-
mie Agee, and that's where Jim
Palmer and the rest of the
Orioles are wrong.
Sometime tomorrow Earl
Weaver, the Orioles' manager,
will sit down with his players
and go over the' scouting report
on the Mets. If Jim Russo, Al
Kubski and Don Pries, the
three Baltimore scouts who got
up the report on the Mets, did
their customary fine job then
the Orioles will discover the
Mets have more than two real
hitters.
They'll find out they also
have a guy like Ken Boswell,
who can peck and punch you
dizzy; guys like Bud Harrelson,
Jerry Grote and Wayne Garrett
who can hurt you when you
never expect it; guys like Ron
Swoboda and Donn Clendenon
who can hurt you when you do
expect it, and a guy like Art
Shamsky who, on any given
day, can kill you.
Pitcher Is Too Much
They also have a pitcher
who's too much. He's Tom
Seaver and when Earl Weaver
saw him in the first profession-
al game he ever appeared he
wondered how he could prassibly
get any better. But Seaver has.
Tom Seaver did a strange thing
following the Mets' last game
Monday in which they officially
nailed down the National
League pennant with a 7-4 win
over Atlanta.
When it was over, all the
Mets bathed each other in
champagne. All but one, Tom
Seaver. He was off in another
small room by himself watch-
ing the Orioles in their final
contest with the Twins. He
knows he's going to open the
series against the Orioles so he
wanted to find out anything
more he could about them.
That's the kind of guy Tom
Seaver is.
The Orioles are 8-5 to beat
the Mets in this one.
You're cordially invited to
draw your own conclusion and
make your own pick. Mine is
the Mets in five.
Manning Is
Up In SEC
Passing
BIRMINGHAM, Ala, (UPI) -
That great offensive show Ala-
bama and Mississippi put on in
Legion Field Saturday night
moved Rebel quarterback
Archie Manning to first place
Southeastern Conference passing
and tandem offense for the
year.
Manning also moved into sec-
ond place in rushing behind
Bruce Kemp of Georgia and his
favorite target, Floyd Franks,
moved into second in receiving
behind Carlos Alvarez of Flor-
ida.
Alabama, which won the
game 33-32, saw its stars move
up, too, in the statistics re-
leased today by the Southeast-
ern Conference office. Tide
quarterback Scott Hunter stood
NNW third in passing and tandem of-
fense while Johnny Musso was
sixth in rushing and David
Bailey was fourth in pass re-
ceiving.
Hunter's pass completion rec-
ord was the best in the league,
with .754 per cent and only one
interception in three games.
Manning had 57 to 88 passes
completed for .648 John Reaves
of Florida was second with 54 of
93 for .581 and Hunter's 43 of
57 was third.
Kemp had 278 yards in 68 at-
tempts for the rushing lead, but
Manning totaled 258 in 41 at-
tempts for second. The most
consistant rqsher was Auburn's
Mickey Zofko with 232 yards in
29 carries for an average of
eight yards per try.
Alvarez caught 25 passes for
496 yards end an average of
19.8 yards, all tops in the
league. Franks had 240 yards in
9 receptions, Sammy Milner of
Mississippi State 203 yards in 18
and Bailey 223 yards in 16
catches.
Manning's tandem offense to-
tal was 885 yards with Reaves
second at 857. Hunter had 684
and Pat Sullivan of Auburn was
fourth with 578.
OUT OF ACTION
NEW ORLEANS (UPI)-Joe
Doe Looney, whose pro football
career has been hindered by his
off-the-field antics, is once
again out of action after being
placed on the injured-waivered
list by the New Orleans Saints.
Looney injured his left knee
during the Saints' 36-17 loss to
Los Angeles last Sunday.
HEAD COACH
LAS VEGAS, Nev. (UP!)-
Robert "Pappy" Gault, who
became the first Negro ever
named as head coach for an
Olympic squad when he
coached the 1968 U.S. boxing
team, was named Tuesday as
head coach for the American
squad that will face the Soviet
Union in an international match
on Oct. 25.
North Dakota
State No. 1,
Small College
By JOE CARNICELL1
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-North
Dakota State rolls along as No.
1 among the small colleges, but
the pressure is beginning to
build.
The unbeaten Bison, now 4-0,
received 27 first place votes
and 333 points today to gain the
nod as the top small team in
the country for the third
successive week. The figure,
however, was the lowest
awarded the Bison this year by
the 35-member United Press
International Board of Coaches.
Texas Ail, Humboldt State
and Montana are all beginning
to make strong rushes at the
leader. Texas A&1 finished
second with 266 points, Hum-
boldt State secured its hold on
third with 198 points and
Montana jumped from seventh
last week to fourth with 180.
Arkansas State moved up to
the No. 5 ranking while Troy
State slipped to sixth and
Alcorn A&M fell to seventh.
Delaware moved up a notch to
eighth, Indiana (Pa.) advanced
to ninth and New Mexico
Highlands made the biggest
jump, moving from 17th last
week to 10th.
Five coaches from each of
the seven geographical areas of
the nation comprise the UPI
ratings board. Each .week they
select the top 10 small college
teams in the nation with points
warded on a 10-9-8-7-6-5-4-3-2-1
asis on votes from first
threugh Mlle -
SMALL COLLEGE
FOOTBALL RATINGS
NEW YORK 00 - The Unit-
ed Prase International top 20
small college football teams
with first place votes and woe-
lost-tied records when available
in parentheses. Third week.
Team Points
1. No. Dak. St (27) . (4-0) 2,3
2. Texas Add (3-0) 6
3. Humboldt St. (3-0).198
4. Montana ( 1) (4-0) 180
5. Ark. St. ( 2) (2-1) 138
6. Troy St. (3-0-1) 135
7. Alcorn A&M ( 1) (2-8) 123
8. Delaware (2-1) 98
9. Ind. Pa. ( 1) (3-0) 74
10. N. M. Hlands (2-0-1) 63
11. East Tenn. St. (4-0) 39
12. Abilene Christ. (4-0) 37
13. Northern Mich. (3-1)
14. Lenoir Rhyne ( 1) (3-0)
15. Northeast Okla. 16
16. Idaho St. (1) (2-1) 17
17. Akron (3-1) 14
16. Tie. No. Ariz. (2-1) 11
Fresno St. (2-1) 11
20. Col. St. Coll. ( 1) (3-0) 10
Others receiving five or more
points: Eastern Kentucky, Mis-
souri Rolla, Concordia, St.
John's Minn., Adams State, We-
ber State, North Carolina A&T
West Carolina, Southwest Okla-
homa, Tampa, Drake, Florida
A&M.
PORTS 
Mets Do Not Look Good
On Paper, Odds Are 8-5
By VITO STELLINO
UPI Sports Writer
NEW YORK (UPI)-On pa-
per, it looks so logical.
The New York Mets didn't
have a player who hit more
than 26 homers this season and
their leading RBI producer had
just 76.
The Baltimore Orioles had
four players who hit 26.or more
homers and also four players
who knocked in 76 runs or
more.
It's probably a coincidence
that Paul Blair of the Orioles
and Tommie Agee of the Mets
both had 26 homers and 76
RBIs, But while Agee is one of
the Mets' top two hitters (Clem
Jones is the other), Blair is just
one of a quartet of top Oriole
hitters, The club also has
Frank Robinson, Boog Powell
and Brooks Robinson,
So that's why the oddsma-
kers, who gave you the
Baltimore Colts by 17 points
over the New York Jets, list
the Orioles an 8-5 favorite to
win the series which starts
Saturday at Baltimore Memor-
ial Stadium.
Mets Not Worried
But since the games aren't
played on paper and everything
is going for them on the field
these days, the Mets-who will
work -out at Shea Stadium 011
Wednesday before leaving for
Baltimore on Thursday- aren't
worried about the odds,
The Mets are still a light-
hitting club but they have hit
enough to win 103 games. So, if
you're looking at things on
paper, there is one key statistic
for the Mets.
Eleven different players have
seen action in 100 or mere
games this season and a 12th,
Donn Clendenon, played in 72
but joined the club after the
season started.
By contrast, the Orioles have
seven players who've played in
148 or more games this year,
but the next two played in just
105 and 94, Only one Met
player, Agee, has played in
more than 148.
The difference, of course, is
the two-platooning system used
by Manager Gil Hodges this
year.
Platooning Gets Results
The platooning has gotten
results and it has made players
like Ken Boswell, Wayne
Garrett, Al Weis, Art Shamsky,
Ron Swoboda and Ed Kranepool
valuable members of the team.
Only two of the outfielders,
Agee and Jones, and shortstop
Bud.. Harrelson can be consi-
der ediulltime starters.
If you compare the Orioles
and Mets position-by-position,
the Orioles have a big edge.
But don't forget how well
platooning has worked for the
Mets this year. It's made the
club better than it looks and
one of the reasons why the
Mets keep winning when
they're not expected to.
PURDUE'S PHIPPS
LEADS NATION
27
25
Professionalism and charges
of corruption were responsible
for the ending of the ancient
Olympic Games in 394 A.D.
SOUTHERN SIDELINES
The Surprising Thing About Braves Was
That They Made It To The League Playoff
By DAVID MOFFIT
UPI Sports Writer
ATLANTA (UP!)- Frankly,
the surprising thing about the
Atlanta Braves was not their
collapse in the National League
yoffs - but the fact theyEild.h
e it that far,
ere were exceptions, of
ourse, but, on the whole, the
44rayes pitching, hitting andelding were all unpredictable
and that's no way to win a
championship.
One had the feeling at times
that the Braves were doing it
with mirrors and, if this was
the case, the magician was
manager Luman Harris, the one
person who insisted all along
that the Braves would win the
Western Division title.
Harris' magic, and his repu-
tation as a prognosticator, went
sour in the showdown with the
Mets. When he heard that Mets
manager Gil Hodges was talk-
ing about a three-game sweep,
he snorted, "Nobody's gonna
beat us three straight."
Offense Held Up
Offensively, no (lee can fault
especially Hank Aaron who
homered every day.
After all, when a mayor
league baseball team scores
four or more runs in a game,
it usually figures to win. The
Braves averaged five runs- and
didn't come close.
The pitching and the defense
were the Braves' handicaps as
the Mets swept 9-5, 11-6 and 7-4.
The starters were bombed ear-
ly, the bullpen had no stoppers'
and there were some atrocious
plays in the infield.
taut, look back. The Braves
lost eight out of 12 to the Mets
during the regular season and
broke even only with the Giants,
the team they edged out two
days before the season ended.
Only two pitchers, knuckle-
bailer Phil Niekro (23-13) and
6-foot-6 Ron Reed (18-10), had
the sort of records that win
titles. Stocky Pat Jarvis, the
ace in '67 and '68, barely held
his own at 13-11 and lefty
George Ston e, who faltered
down the stretch, was only a
notch better at 13-10.
Needed Carty, Wilhelm
Even at that, the Braves
the Braves in the playoffs,
probatly would have won the
West in a romp if they had had
Rico Carty and Hoyt Wilhelm
all season.
Carty, playing only half a
season because of a bad should-
er, hit .342 and was Atlanta's
big run during a sizzling 17-of-
21 close. The 46-year-old Wil-
helm joined the Braves on Sept.
6 and posted two wins and four
saves in his first seven appear-
ances.
Npt being able to use Wil-
helm in the playoffs may have
been a deciding factor. Rules
prohibit using players who join
a team after Sept. 1, unless an
eligible player at the same
position is injured or ill.
"I'd sure like to see a
pitcher we don't need come up
lame," Braves general mana-
ger Paul Richards said after
the Braves clinched the West-
ern crown.
"Unfortunately, with my rep-
utation, he'd have to be just
about dying before anyone
would believe me."
MSU, SIU
Freshmen
Tie, 6-6
- Murr ay
State's freshman footballers bat-
tled Southern Illinois University
to a 6-6 tie at Carlisle Cutchin
Stadium Monday night. A fourth-
quarter MSU touchdown was
enough to offset a pair of Saluki
field goals in the frosh battle.
The Racers tied the count after
receiving a fumbled punt at the
SIU 34 midway through the final
quarter. Nine plays later, tad-
back Larry Brock crashed over
for the score with 4:47 remain-
ing. Danny Nails' kick was
blocked, creating the tie.
The big gainer in the TD
drive was a 14-yard sprint by
Brock which gave the Racers a
first down at the two.
SIU's field goals were con-
tributed by Greg Goodman, one
38 yards and the other 35.
Murray attempted a field goal
on the last play of the game
from the SIU 21, but the effort
fell wide and short of the mark.
Brock, a 175-pounder from
Louisville, rolled up 115 yards in
31 carries while Sill's Jaye Pur-
nell, running back from Jack-
son, Miss., managed 116 yards
in 16 attempts. The Racers had
164 yards rushing and 38 pass-
ing, good for a total offense of
202 yards. SIU managed 205
rushing and 34 passing for 239
yards.
The Racer Frosh now stand
1-0-1 for the season. It was S1U's
opening game.
SIU o 3 3 OL-6
Murray ... 0 0 0 15-6
SIU-Goodman 38 yard field goal
81U-Goodman 33 a-ard field goal
MStl-Broek ono run: kick failed
APPLLNG NAMED
CHICAGO (UPI)- Luke Ap-
p 1 i n g, two - time American
League batting champion and a
member of baseball's Hall of
Fame who played for the
Chicago White Sox for 20 years,
Tuesday was named one of the
White Sox coaches for the 1970
season. Appling had a career
batting average of .310 before
retiring in 1950.
Canton, Ohic, is considered
the birthplace of professional
football. The National Foot-
ball League was organireil
this city in 1920.
EW YORK (UPI)-The play
of Purdue's Mike -Phipps lE
srnbolic of the upward trend in
offense among this season's
 college football teams.
Phipps, a senior quarterback,
missed three games last season
and accounted for only three
touchdowns himself as the
boilermakers finished third in
the Big Ten conference. But in
three games so far this season,
tile talented Phipps has gained
more yardage running and
passing than any collegian ever,
The latest figures released
today by the National Collegiate
Sports Service show Phipps
leading the nation in total
offense with 1,046 yards- an
awesome total. He already has
accounted for 12 of his team's
touchdowns,
Phipps is not the only player
who is compiling staggering
figures. Steve Olson of Idaho
has accounted for 14 of his
team's touchdowns so far and
is a close second to Phipps MI
total offense with 1,043 yards,
Steve Ramsay of North Texas
State is another who is over the
1,000-yard figure already with
1,002 yards in total offense.
The trend toward total
offense is predominant all over,
Don Nottingham of Kent State,
the leading rusher in the nation,
already has gained 644 yards in
four games; Jerry Hendren of
Idaho has caught 38 passes and
Jim Braxton of West Virginia
has scored 66 points.
In other departments, Olson
tops the passers with 80
completions; Ken Sanders of
Tulane leads the punters with
an average of 47.5 yards per
kick; Billy Watson of the
Citadel leads in punt returns
with 12 for 216 yards and Frank
Slaton of San Jose State is best
in kickoff returns with 14 for
373 yards.
ATLANTA (UP!)- The Atlan-
ta Falcons said Tuesday that
former Georgia and Chicago
Bears quarterback Larry Rake-
straw had been signed to a 1969
contract.
Rakestraw has been playing
with Tr -Cities of the Continen-
tal Football League since his
release by the Bears last
month. He will be used as the
backup quarterback for the
Falcons.
BREAKS WORLD RECORD
MEXICO CITY (UPI).- Da-
nish cyclist Mogens Frey broke
the world record for five
kilometers Monday by covering
the distance in 6:01.3 on the
same bike with which he broke
the..,, world one-hour cycling
mark Sunday.
• Canton, Ohio, is the site of
the National Football Hall of
Fame.
U.S. Open Going
To Pebble Beach
PEBBLE BEACH, Calif.
(UP!)- The United States Open
golf championship will come to
the Pebble Beach Oceanside
course for the first time in
1972.
The par-72, 7,000-yard course
on the Monterey Peninsula is
the annual site of the Bing
Crosby Pro-Am tournament.
U.S. Golf Association officials
and Del Monte Properties,
which owns the Pebble Beach
course, announced Tuesday
they had signed a contract
after five months of negotia-
tions. The contract was signed
in New York,
AHL Opens Season
WEST SPRINGFIELD, Mass.
(UPI)- The American Hockey
League, which has expanded to
nine teams this year, opens its
1969-70 season Friday with
three games.
This week's opening games
include Quebec at Cleveland,
Providence at Montreal and
Baltimore at Springfield. The
Montreal Voyaguers are a new
addition to the AHL this season.
There have been several
changes made in the AHL this
season. The most important
involves a realignment of
divisions with Hershey and
Baltimore moving to the
Western Division and Quebec
switching to the Eastern-
Division.
Montreal will compete in the
East with Quebec, Springfield
and Providence. The West will
include Hershey, Baltimore,
Buffalo, Rochester and Cleve-
land.
The AHL will have a 324-
game schedule with each of the
nine teams playing 36 home
games and 36 road games. The
season will end April 5.
NEW JOB
NEW YORK (UP!)- The New
York Giants '1 uesday named
defensive line coach Jim
Trimble to a new job in the
front office, replaced him with
former end Jim Katcavage,
placed Ken Kavanugh in charge
of overall offensive operations
and former scout Joe Walton in
Kavanaugh's place.
The Giants did not disclose
exactly what Trimble's new yob
entailed, saying that he would
"assume widespread new re-
sponsibilities under a coaching
reorganization."
Mickey Lolich of the Detroit
Tigers won three games in the
1968 World Series.
Paducah Tilghman Picked 1st
In AA, Murray Tied for 7th, A
By JIM ARCHAMBEAUT
By United Press Internatio
Louisville St. Xavier, Paducah
Tilghman, and Tompkinsville
held on to their leads in the
three divisions of this week's
high school ratings by the UP
Board of Coaches, but all three
had challengers hot on their hee-
ls.
Class A Division leader Tom
kinsville maintained a slim mar
gin over Lynch getting by Glas-
gow 12-0.
Bardstown received strong su-
pport from the coaches by mov-
ing from tenth to third in Class
A standings after a 69-8 shell-
acking by Kentucky Military In-
stitute.
Elizabethtown received three
first-place votes in Class AA
balloting to move from fourth
to second place, following its
55-8 rout of North Hardin.
Paducah, while receiving only
two first-place votes, remained
in the top spot in the Double-A
division with an overall total of
87 points to 82 for Elizabethtown.
Fourth-placed Lexington Bryan
Station pulled the Class AA sur-
prise of the week by upsetting
highly rated Louisville Thomas
Jefferson of Class AAA, 14-6.
The battle for first-place hon-
ors in the Triple A completion
saw St. Xavier stay ahead of
Louisville Trinity this week by
just two points, following St.
X's lopsided victory over Louis-
ville Iroquois.
Trinity, meanwhile, gained an
unimpressive 20-7 win over Fort
Thoma Highlands of the Class
AA division. Thomas Jefferson
fell out of the top five ratings
and was replacerb-Y-LiiiiiSvilIe
Atherton, which blanked Louis-
ville DeSales 20-0 last week.
Here is this week's voting
1st place ballots in parentheses.
Class A
1. Tompkinsville (5)
2. Lynch (4)
3. Bardstown (1)
4. Mt. Sterling
83
75
64
59
FILES COUNTER CLAIM
SAN FRANCISCO (UPI) -
the San Francisco Warriors of
the National Basketball Associ-
ation Monday filed their answer
to an American Basketball
Association team suit against
forward Rick Barry and
counterclaimed $8 million da-
mages from the Washington
Caps, The Caps had obtained an
injunction preventing Barry
from playing for NBA team
until the issue had been settled
in the courts.
5. Russellville
6. Dayton
7. tie Murray
Campbellsville
9, Paintsville
10. Frankfort
Class AA
Paducah Tilghman (2)
2. Elizabethtown (3)
3. Madisonville (1)
4. Bryan Station (1)
5. Covington Catholic (2)
6. Mayfield (1)
7. Dixie Heights
8. Owensboro
9. Ft. Thomas Highlands
10. Boyd County
Class AAA
I. St. Xavier (3)
2. Trinity (2)
3, Butler
4, Atherton
5. Male
48
33
29
29
19
17
8
80
68
66
40
20
18
13
11
48
46,
32
22
18
Zelmo Beaty
Signs In ABA
LOS ANGELES (UPI)-Just
when the war between the two
professional basketball leagues
seemed to be ebbing to a kind
of uneasy truce, the Los
Angeles Stars staged a light-
ning guerrilla raid and came
away with a prize National
Basketball Association center.
The stars of the rival
American Basketball Associa-
tion announced Tuesday the ,
signing of Atlanta Hawks' All-
Star Zelme- Beaty- # a -four-
year contract, beginning in the .
1970-71 season,
The 6-foot-8, 235-pound Beaty I
became the third NBA player
in recent months to jump, with'
a fourth, Luke Jackson of
Philadelphia, hung up betytieen
the leagues because of signed
contracts with the 76ers and the
ABA's Carolina Cougars.
The Stars were clearly happy t
with the successful raid, which
they hope will make them a
better local drawing card in the
future. Los Angeles currently
fights for attendance with the
Lakers of the NBA, who are '
stocked with stars like Jerry ,
West, Elgin Baylor and Wilt
Chamberlain.
Beaty will sit out the one-
year option remaining on his ,
contract with the Hawks, after
refusing to sign a new pact
with Atlanta when it came up
for renewal last week.
Murray Loan Co.
MONEY HEADQUARTERS
506 W Main Street Phone 753-2621
-
.01';
Is your
home ready
for winter
Check your home-
then check with us
about a
HOME IMPROVEMENT LOAN.
Bank rates-
Expert financial counsel.
PEOPLES BANK
Of Murray,Kentucky
Member Of FDIC
,
1f tjr 'I
how about...
• A NEW
HEATING
PLANT
• STORM WINDOWS
• ROOFING
• SIDING
• INSULATION
• PAINTING
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Wednesday, October •
The Arts and Crofts Club will
meet at the home of Mrs. Aaron
Chapman, 209 Woodlewn, at
2:30 p.m.
Ii • • •
The New Concord Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Ruth Weaks at ten am.
3.- • • •
The Harris Grove Homemak-
, ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Alfred Taylor at one
p.m.
• • •
The ladies of the Oaks Coun-
try Club will play bridge at
9:30 am. at the club. For re-
servations call Mrs. Robert H.
Merton 753-6824 by Monday.
• • •
The ladies clay luncheon will
be served at noon at the Cal-
loway County Country Chin.
Hostesses will be Mesdames T.
C. Doran, Tom E. Brown, Bill
Doss, Z. C. Enix, William Gra-
ham, Exie Hill, Edgar Howe,
Howard Koenen, Dan McKin-1
ney, L K. Pinkley, Maurice Ry-
an, Lee Tinsley, and Miss Me-
delyn Lamb. Hostess for bridge
at 9:90 am. will be Mrs. Henry
Holton.
• • •
Thursday, October
An auction will be held at
Calloway County High School
sponsored by the Band Boosters
Club at 7:30 p.m. Proceeds will
be used to buy new uniforms.
Antiques to brand new articles
will be auctioned. Food and
drinks will be sold. For items
to donate call 753-4968, 492-
8714, 492-8529, 753-6329, 489-
37'72, 435-4051, 436-2371, 753
7734, or 753-5209.
• • •
The South Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the Com-
munity Center, Ellis Drive, at
10:30 am.
• • •
The Blankenship Circle of the
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church will meet in
the home of Mrs. Jackie But-
terworth at 7:30 p.m.
• • •
The Elm Grove Baptist
Church Woman's Missionary
Society will have its annual
planning meeting at the church
at ten a.m. A potluck luncheon
will be served and the general
meeting will be held in the af-
ternoon.
• • •
The 9iiiiiitside Homemakers
ChAl will meet with Mrs. Ita9
Broach at 12:30 pm.
• • •
The Welcome Wagon New-
comers Club will meet at the
Community Center at seven-
thirty p.m.
• • •
The Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at the club room at seven
p.m.
• • •
The Dorothy Group of the
First Baptist Church WMS will
meet at the home of Mrs. Hugh
Noff singer at 9:30 am. Mrs
Durwood Beatty will be pro
gram leader.
• • •
Friday, October 10
All retired teachers are in-
vited to attend the District
meeting at one pm, in the Stu-
dent Union Building. This is in
connection with the First Dis-
trict Educational meeting.
• • •
The North Murray Homemak-
ers Club will meet at the home
of Mrs. Robert Boitnott, 712
Elm Street, at 1:30 p.m.
• • •
Saturday, October 11
A rummage sale will be held
at the Legion Hall starting at
eight am. sponsored by the wo-
men of St. John's Episcopal
Church. Persons having items
are asked to call 753-2911 or
753-7309.
• • •
The Lynn Grove PTA will
sponsor a turkey shoot at the
Conservation Club on the Ern-
est Bailey farm at ten am.
• • •
A dance will be held at the
Calloway County Country Club
from nine p.m. to one a.m. with
music by Jack Stalcup and his
Orchestra. The dinner has been
cancelled due to the Murray
State University football game.
The charge will be six dollars
per couple.
THE
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Marriage is more
than gin partner!
By Abigail Van Buren
DEAR ABBY: I recently met a very charming
73-year-old widower in Florida. [I am a 70-year-old widow.]
It was a whirlwind romance and we married shortly after.
Herbert is very well-to-do, but that is not the reason I
married him
The problem is that Herbert gave me no hint at all that
he had had surgery six years ago, and all he could offer me
was "a lovely home and a gin rummy partner."
Please don't get the idea that I think "sex" is everything
In marriage, but I am a very youthful 70, and I was looking
forward to a little more than a lovely home and a gin rummy
partner.
I don't want to disgrace my children and grandchildren
with a divorce. Herbert laughingly said, "If you got yourself
a boyfriend, I wouldn't divorce you as long as I didn't find
out about it." What should I do?
DEAR MISLED: Most women of 711 who marry a man of
73 would be content with a lovely home and a gin rummy
partner, but if you are not, don't worry about "disgracing"
anyone. See a lawyer about an annulment. You have legiti-
mate grounds.
DEAR ABBY I am writing this for myself and a lot at
my girl friends.
There is a woman in town who is married and has small
children. Her husband works nights, and while be is working
this lady runs around with other men. (We know this is true
because our parents have told us so.]
This lady calls me or one of my girl friends just about
every night, asking us to baby-sit for her. We can use the
money, but our parents have told as to turn, her down. NO
matter how many times we turiiIidOvii,-She calls again.
We think maybe if she can't get a baby-sitter she'll stay
home. If you put this in your column she might see it and
take the hint. HOPING
DEAR HOPING: Assuming your parents are right, it will
take more than a "hint" from me, and repeated turn-downs
from a long list of sitters to make this lady stay bogie, V
she's inclined to ran around.
DEAR ABBY: I am getting ready for a visit from my
brother and his wife, and much as I love them both, I am
dreading their visit. Why? Because they both smoke like
every puff was their last.
After their last visit, I had to take EVERYTHING out of
the bedroom they occupied and air it two days running. Even
the draperies, mattress and pillows' A strong odor of stale
cigarets still persisted, so I searched and searched and
finally found an ashtray full of cigaret butts in a DESK
DRAWER!
I have come up with an idea: The next time we go to
visit THEM I will take along several strong onions and I'd
carry a slice of raw onion with me to the breakfast table and
make them inhale it with their breakfast. I would carry a
slice of onion with me into every room of their house, and
also into their car. And upon leaving I'd "hide" slices of raw
onion all over their house. Then they would know what it's
like to try to eliminate an offensive odor which has
permeated everything. What do you think?
LOVES FRESH AIR
DEAR LOVES: I think they deserve it. But I'm betting
against your ability to be that rude.
CONFIDENTIAL TO LILA: Beware of that guy with the
“bitexkated kisses." He could be mixing his drinks.
Everybody has e problem. What's yours? For a personalreply write to Abby, Box Mon Los Angeles, Cal. Will, millosebise a stamped, seU-addressed envelope.
Hate to write letters? Send Si to Abby, Baa 46749, LAMPAligeles, CaL MOW for Abby's booklet, "Hew to 19rile Lonnafor AB Occasions."
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Nu Phi Mu Chapter
Has Regular Meet
Thursday Evening
The Nu Phi Mu (Phi Alpha
Eta) met on Thursday, October
2, at seven-thirty o'clock in the
evening at the Community Cen•
ter on Ellis Drive.
After the meeting was called
to order, the opening ritual was
said followed by the roll call
and minutes. More names for
rushing were asked for and dis-
cussed.
The yearbooks were distribut-
ed and the members were told
of the different committees to
which they were members as
appointed by the executive com-
mittee.
Committees and members
are as follows: Social, Miss
Sherri Williams, chairman, and
Miss Pam Wood; publicity, Mie
Sandra Garland, chairman, and
Mrs. (Linda Fain; program, Pain
Wood, chairman, and Mrs. Sha-
ron Carroll; ways and means,
Mrs. Beverly Hopkins, chair-
man, and Miss Paula Wood;
telephone, Mrs. Sharon Carroll,
chairman, and Miss Paula
Wood; telephone, Mrs. Sharon
Carroll, chairman, and Mrs
Beverly Hopkins; service, Miss
Vicki McGary, chairman, and
Miss Dot Bucy.
Mrs. Sharon Carroll present-
ed a program on "Am I Social.
ly Wise?" following the bus-
iness meeting.
Refreshments were served
and the meeting was closed by
the group saying the closing
ritual.
In the report of the meet-
ings turned in to the Ledger &
Times last week two correct.
ions should be made. The Beta
Sigma Phi chapter that helped
start the Nu Phi Mu (Phi Al-
pha Eta) chapter was not Gam.
ma Gamma Gamma, but only
Gamma Gamma. Also the name
of Miss Vicki McGary was not
included in the list of existing
members. The chapter said it
regretted these two errors.
Need a speedy topping for
a meat pie? Rely"on today's
refrigerated bscuits in tube-
like cans. To add your own
touch, sprinkle with an herb
or grated Cheddar
It's the browning- - long
and lazy—that gives beef or
lamb stew the rich color
and flavor men like. Don't
hurry. This should take
about 20 minutes.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Thomas Lee
Goodwin of Murray Route Five
are the parents of a baby girl,
Jennifer Lee, weighing five
pounds 6% ounces, born on Sat-
urday, October 4, at 5:45 p m
at the Murray-Calloway Courity,
Hospital.
Thep 
ay Division of
rrfatSer is elizplolPed
at 
t e
Tappa company.
Grandparents are Mr. a n d
Mrs. G. C. Goodwin and Mr.
and Mrs. H. A. Brown, all of
Artesia, New Mexico. Mrs. Ruth
Goodwin of Hagerman, Ne w
Mexico, is a great grandmoth-
er.
• • •
The Boots and Slippers
Square Dance Club will have
an open house at the Murray
American Legion Hall at eight
p.m. Bill Dunn will be the cal
ler. Everyone, including chil-
dren and teenagers. are wel-
come to attend.
• • .
Sunday, October 12
The Murray-C-alloway County
Shrine Club will have its month-
ly fellowship breakfast at the
Southside Restaurant at nine
a.m. Members and their fami
lies are urged to attend.
• • •
he ism etai temperatur•. re-
corded minus 126 degree'
kug. 2-1..1960. at the
set ,lritaretie Station Voetok.
I.
• !
DENVER'S FIRST SNOW of the season catches a visitor from
Lincoln. Neb.. dressed for summer. She is Lola Casper.
• • •
Troy Wilbur is the name cho-
sen by Mr. and Mrs. Wilbur
Farmer of Cottage Grove, Tenn.,
for their baby boy, weighing
eight pounds, born on Sunday,
October 5, at 6:05 p.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County Hos-
pital.
The new father is a student
at Bethel College, McKenzie,
Tenn
GrandpareNts are Charles F.
Moody of Waverly, Tenn., Mrs.
Jeanette Moody of Hazel, Wal-
ter F. Farmer of Yuma, Ari-
zona, and Mrs. Bernardine Far-
mer of Cottage Grove, Tenn.
Great grandparents are Char-
les F Moody, Sr., of New Con-
cord and Raiford H. Orr of
Hazel.
• • •
Mr. and Mrs. Joe Nation,
100% North 13th Street, Mur-
ray, announce the birth of a
baby boy, Edward Todd, weigh-
ing seven pounds 10% ounces,
born on Monday, October 6, at
10:30 p.m. at the Murray-Cal-
loway County Hospital.
The new father is a student
at Murray State University.
Mr. and Mrs. Ben H. Nation
of Fairfield, Ill., and Mr. and
Mrs. Edward Robins of Olney,
111., are the grandparents. Great
grandparents are Mrs Agnes
Palmer of Olney, Ill., and Mrs.
Kenneth Robins of West Lib-
erty, Ill
• • •
Terry D. Workman
Honored At Party
On 10th Birthday
Terry Dale Workman w a s
honored with a party in cele-
bration of his tenth birthday
held on Monday, October 0,
from three-thirty to five o'clock
at his home on Ellis Drive.
Games were played and the
honoree opened his many nice
gifts.
Refreshments of the decorat-
ed birthday cake and cold
drinks were served by his MO-
ther, Mrs. Temmy D. Workman,
assisted by Mrs. Beulah Field-
er.
Children present were Eddie
Rollins. Randy Smotherman,,
David Taylor, Cullen Moody,
David C,athey, Jerry Workman,
and Terry Dale Workman.
Ten persons sent gifts in,
eluding his grandparents, Mrs
M. 0. Jordan and Mr. and Mrs,
Theodore O'Brien.
r
semt.....sseat1Ase:, t • •:
Mrs. W. M. Bigham
Presents Program
At Circle Meet
The home of Mrs. Charles
Simmons on Sunset Drive was
the scene of the meeting of the
Jessie Ludwick Circle of the
First Presbyterian Church held
on Monday, October 6, at one-
thirty o'clock in the afternoon
Mrs. W. M. Bigham of Paris,
Tenn., was the guest speaker
for the program and gave most
interesting and thought provok-
ing discussion on "National
Missions At Work".
The devotion on "Happiness
Is Not Pursued" was given by
Mrs. Charles Moffett.
Mrs. Vernon Campbell, chair-
man, opened the meeting with
a poem.
New officers for the coming
year are Mrs. Leroy Cunning-
ham, chairman; Mrs. Ohs Me-
Nelis, vice-chairman; Mrs. Her-
bert Brooks, secretary; Mrs.
Charles Crawford, treasurer.
Refreshments were served by
the hostess to the seven mem-
bers and one visitor, Mrs. Big-
ham.
• • •
PERSONALS
James Galloway of Murray
Route Two has been dismissed
from the Western Baptist Hos-
pital, Paducah.
se • •
1wafrOrr,-10rtner1y Pol-
ly Myers of 310 South 6th Street
had the honor of entertaining
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Crump
and son from MaHaven, N. J.
The visiting couple were form-
er students at Murray State
University.
Slides On Russia
Shown At Joint
Grout' Meeting
Miss Frances Brown present-
ed the program at the joint
meeting of the Lottie Moon,
Kathleen Jones, and Annie
Armstrong Groups of the Wo-
man's Missionary Society of the
First Baptist Church held on
Monday, October 6, at seven-
fifteen o'clock in the evening
at the church.
The Murray woman who
with the home economics d
partment at Murray State Uni
versity showed slides and made
comments on slides of Russia
and other European countries
she had made while on the
People to People tour last sum.
mer.
Mrs. Rudolph Howard of the
Lottie Moon Group presided at
the meeting. Mrs. Odelle Vence,
chairman of the Lottie Moon
Group, was ill and unable to
attend.
The prayer calendar was read
by Mrs. Vernon Nance follow.
ed by prayer by Mrs. Charles
Hale. The closing prayer was
led by Mrs. Edgar Shirley.
A social hour was held fol-
lowing the program.
The Lottie Moon Group held
a business session and plans for
a tea for the international stu-
dents at Murray State Univer-
sity and the mission study in
November were discussed.
• • •
PERSONA LS
Mr. and Mrs. T. C. Collie
spent the weekend in Lexing
ton with their son and wife, Mr
and Mrs. Bill Collie. They were
there for the ordination of their
son as a deacon in the Central
Baptist Church on Sunday.
• • •
Mrs. Harold Fones, president
of the Kirksey PTA, Mrs. James
Tucker, distiret-'—eXceptional-
child chairman, Mrs. Buddy
Anderson, Mrs. Rob McCallon,
and Mrs. J. R. Rhoades, all of
the Kirksey PTA. attended the
First District meeting held at
Central Elementary School, Pa-
ducah, on Friday.
ing process is clean and smok
less as any grease drips to a
pan at the bottom, far away
from the heating unit. — Mrs.
Barletta Wrather, 209 Maple
Street, Murray, Ky. 42071. Tele-
phone 753-1452.
• • •
Try freezing sandwiches in
but-cP 14,4 .'lices with 
advance ,fl,
s
packed lunches.
Sprea
..tar•Jes-L•14. avoi4 soggy ea
wiches. Mayonnaise will separ-
ate when frozen; _salad dress-
ings do not Storage time for
frozen sandwiches is two to
four weeks. Allow 3 to 3%
nours for thawing at room tem-
perature or in lunch boxes. —
Miss Pat Everett, Courthouse,
Benton, Kentucky 42025. Tele-
phone 527-6601
s • •
A scarf is the all important
accessory for this season whe-
ther for the head, throat, arm,
waist, hip or purse. Look for
Lhe small and large squares,
ascots, and long narrow tubes
Time ana practice in using a
scarf is needed if it is to be
the all-important finishing
touch — the distinctive accent
that adds personality and style
to whatever you are wearing.
Arrange it to flatter your out-
fit, lines and shape. Fashion de-
signers advise us to take plen-
ty of time to work out the ef
feet we want with the scarf and
Mrs. J. B. Burkeen
- —1
. . Phone 753-1917 or 753-4947
%Ate V446 Viatiet
Staining Concrete — Con-
crete porches, patios, driveways
and foundations no longer need
to have the grey, unfinished
look, neither do they have i,c)
peel continually from repeated
painting. Stains are now avail-
able for porous concrete sur-
faces. They can be applied on
any clean, cured concrete area
with a long-handled roller, a
brush, spray or even a push-
broom. Because they penetarte
deep into the porous surface,
the color is not so vivid, con-
sequently, it does not show
footprints, dust, nor wear as
badly as paints. — Mrs. Juanite
Amonett, Courthouse, Paducah,
Ky. 42001. Telephone 442-2718.
• • •
An electric vertical broile
that operates in the same wa
as a toaster is being introdu
The broiler's two heating el
ments broil both sides of
then anchor it securely so it
will stay that way. — Mrs. Ca-
therine C Thompson, Box 270:
Hickman, Ky. 42050. Telephone
236-2351.
• • •
MONEY MANAGEMENT —
We have heard a lot about in-
flation, how the dollar has
shrunk in purchasing pow.
But have we really been con-
cerned about how to stretch
that shrinking dollar? Many
families would get more hap-
piness and far less worry from
their money if they would do a
little more planning and then
budget the use of their money
more carefully. Budgeting does
not mean setting up a compli-
cated bookkeeping system o r
to keep account of every penny.
It is merely planning wise use
of_ the family'ss money for the
benefit of all concerned. —
Miss Irma Hamilton, Court-
meat simultaneously, and thef house. Mayfield, Ky. 42066
broiler rack is self-adjusting Telephone 247-2334.
thus allowing easy broiling of • • •
thick or thin meats. The broil- If a faucet tends to drip, place
a sponge where it will catch the
water; discoloration of sink 01 
tub will be avoided — Mrs.
Maxine Griffin, Federal Bldg.,
Clinton, Ky. 42031. Telephone
653-2Z/1.
• • •
Would a console and mirror
be just the right thing for your
halL,Consoles are usually plac-
ed-Irons 33 to 36 inches from
• etalr—rot-the convenience
of the person standing. The mir-
ror should be of a generous
size. One that will reflect the
head and shoulders of the view-
er. The mirror is usually hung
so the head of the viewer is
seen at the top of the mirror.
— Mrs. Mildred W. Potts, La
Center, Ky. 42056. Telephone
665-5671.
• • •
Better Breakfasting
Remind dad and the young
folks that breakfast should
include some protein food.
Even when eaten on the run,
this helps to eliminate that
craving for high calorie mid-
morning snacks.
'nbeatahle Crunch .
Take a bunch of icy-crisp
celery. Stuff it with ham
salad and you've a crunch
combination that's unbeat-
able.
EEF STEAK STRIPS bask in a sweet-sour sauce to provide
delicious fare for a luau-style dinner.
Can a dinner-in-a-dish go
to a party? The answer is
"yes" when it's an exotic
creation called Beef Steak
Strips, Luau-Style. Ideal for
entertaining, this easy-to-
prepare entree requires -less
than an hour cooking. time.
Purchase 2 pounds of
round steak, cut lie inch
thick for this recipe, advises
meat expert Reba Staggs of
the National Live Stock and
Meat Board. Then slice the
meat in strips ts inch wide
and 2 inches long.
Brown the beef in 1 table-
spoon lack! or tirippinga. Add
2 medium onions. sliced I„
inch thick and L, up water.
Cover tightly and cook over
low heat for ,it) minutes or
until tender.
Next, drain 1 can (131 4
ounces) of pineapple chunks
and reserve sirup. If neces-
sary add water to sirup to
make 2s, cup liquid.
For the sweet-sour sauce,
add 2 cup firmly packed
brown sugar, 1 teaspoon
ground ginger, 2 tablespoons
cornstarch, I:: cup soy sauce
and 2 tablespoons vinegar to
the pineapple liquid. Cook,
stirring until thickened.
Add sauce, pineapple and
can 14' ounces/ mushroom
stem and pieces to the meat.
Cover and cook 5. minutes.
Fold in 2 medium-sized to-
matoca. peeled and cut into
wedges and I medium-sized
avocado. peeled and ut in
14.44.4j)t!-- --tt d heat
through. 6 to S servings
ALL NEW-This time, see your child in exciting
BLACK AND WHITE plus breathtaking LIVING COLOR
taken with our EXCLUSIVE "Piggy Back Camera I'll
OCTOBER II - 10- 11
Thursday - Flictity - Saturday
. -12 — .1 - 4:30
Friday Night Till 8:00
HEY...MOM.
Get a beautiful
x7
(BLACK & WHITE)
picture of your baby
for only 59c
ALL AGES — FAMILY GROUPS, TOO.
Here's all you dol Just bring your children
to our store on the dates shown and our
specialist In child photography will take sev-
eral cote poses. You'll get to see your lovely
finished pictures In lust a how days.
Your choke from beautifully finished pic-
tures (not proofs) 3:7's and wallet
sits . . . the "ideal Family Package."
No extra charge for mere than one child
taken singly . . . so bring all the children!
Groups $1.00 per child.
EXTRA SPECIALI finished wallet-slce pic-
tures, 21/2.342, less than 30 cents each In
e group of 4, same pose. NO HANDLING
OR MAILING COST3.
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President
Greets 4-H
Members
51, President Richard Nixon gr-
eeted 4-H members over the oat-
. Ion this week with a letter. This
week is National 4-H Week and
the president extended his greet-
ings to the members in a letter
I' as follows:
The White House
Washington
Dear 4-H Members:
It is a pleasure to greet you,
the three and one-fourth million
young men and women who are
now looking forward to National
4-H Week.
Your theme, "Opportunity for
All", is timely and important
as you strive to extend the bene-
fits of your ''learn by doing" ed-
ucational program to increasing-
ly more youth everywhere. To-
day we need as never before
your dedicated efforts to stren-
gthen the moral and spiritual
values of our Nation, and its
economic growth and stability.
I'm gratified to know that,
through your four-fold emphasis
of Head, Heart, Hands, and Heal.
th, you are enabling young Amer-
icans in tosoa and country -from
all social and economic back-
grounds - to develop qualities
of leadership and good citizen-
ship.
Through your ever-expanding
4-H program I urge you to give
particular attention to the prob-
lems of hunger and malnutrition,
and to pin in all efforts to im-
prove your communities where-
ver you live. Together let us
build for a better tomorrow not
only in this country, but also
in all lAncLs around the world
where 4-H aims and principles
are followed for human welfare
and betterment.
Richard Nixon
Hospital Report
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ADMISSIONS
Joe Pete Ely, 1309 Maple St.,
Murray; Oran Getty, Hamlin;
Mrs. Mae Wrye, 805 Story, Mur-
ray; Mrs. Vera Hutchens, 1704
Miller Ave. Murray; Mrs. Jac-
queline Goodwin and Baby Girl,
Rte. 5, Murray; William Nicciun,
101 S. 12th St., Murray; Nolen
Atkins Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Lee Ernstberger, Box 5, Dex-
ter, Mrs. Opal. McClain, 804
Coldwater Rd., Murray; Grover
McAnnally, 613 Ellis Dr., Mur-
ray ; Baby Boy Hughes (Char-
les), Box 1004 College Crt., Mur-
ray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Daretta Weaver and Baby
Boy, Rte. 8, Benton, Mrs. Sharon
Park and Baby Boy, Rte. 8, Ben-
ton; Mrs. Sheila Mullinax and
Baby Girl, Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs.
Evy Goddard and Baby Girl, 205
Fairlane, Mayfield; Mrs. Kath-
12eenmurWarardy; anTd 
G. Shelton,
Boy,leiton  1R7t0e9,
Calloway Murray; Mrs. Glenda
Wilson (Bobby), 1609 Belmont
Rte. 5, Murray; Mrs. Betty Ryan,
1406 Poplar, Murray; Miss Paula
Moore, Box 410A, Hester Hall
1 leLSU; Ray Munday, 300 N. 803
: St., Murray; Claude Lawrence,
Rte. 1, Kirksey; Mrs. Lillian
1, Page, 501 S. 9th St., Murray;
Tolly Alexander, Rte. 1, Pur-
year, Tenn.
$6,743 COMPENSATION
Mrs. Phan Kim Lien Chu.
yen, wife of the Vietnamese
called a double agent by the
Green Berets who almost
went to trial charged with
murdering him, holds one of
her children in Saigon. where
the U.S Embassy paid her
$6.743 in piastres is full
compensation. (Radiophoto)
•
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aiPAIII(ER'S
If You Can Match the Quality,
•
Vegetable Shortening
SNOWDRIFT 
YELLOW SOLID
You Can't Beat the Price!
INSTANT fOLGERS 10 oz jar
COFFEE $1.29
Jonathan and Yellow Delicious
 4-lb. bag 39APPLES
ilia POTATOES 2 lbs. 25'
U.S.
licATATOES _ _ 201b bag 79'
Michigan
CELERY Large 36 Size — — —
Margarine
3 ibs 49‘
V
ey
IENNA SAUSAGE
3-lb. can
emra
59°
LOTS OF FREE PARKING
While Shopping Our Store!
* COURTESY
* 
FRIENDLINESS
* 
CONFIDENCE "MONEY
* 
CLEANLINESS
* 
APPRECIATION 
* 
SINCERITCAN'T BuyY
THEE!'
Buy Nationally
Advertised
Brands and
Save!!
J.." Conveniently Located to
Downtown Shopping
Next to Branch Bank
Lots of Free Parking
Wise Buys in Meat
U.S. CHOICE BEEF
CHUCK ROAST
Choice Beef
simulder
Roastib590
, BEEF
'ss"'4:STEW!Wpts.. cx.,(!•,"MA ifinSAUC
16i-oz. can
- 4 oz. can 4 cansfor
SALAD BOWL
Salad Dressing
Quart 39°
JUST LOOK WHAT A LITTLE
MONEY WILL BUY
Frosty Acres Whole
BABY OKRA
Pet Ritz
PIE SHELLS
— — 10 crz.
Frosty 
FISH SerSTICKS--------
Morton
PIES Chicken, Beef, Turkey
Frosty Acres
BROCCOLI SPEARS
FmstiAcreii EGETABLES
2 F°. 49°
Pkg. of 2
Lean Boneless
Armour's All-Meat
czi 
pkg.'
WIENER1
Gzeiant
FRESH JOY
Facial Tissue
29° PUFFS
8 oz, Fo ti  
R wl
8_0z. 5 
FOR 
i 
I
8 or
10 02.
2 F°. 39°
FoR 390
Clover 
DRY 
Leaf
iu(
Delight
hCHEESEPREAD
- 4•Qt. Size 3g0
2-1b. box 690
Morton
ikEHhaus EANS
49C
tBr"' Braise orPOT_ Boneless ;;HO
ROAST Ib1901111BS ib34
•
S.
Picnic Brand - in the piece
ar-B-Q
Beef
BOLOGNA 39t
— PARKER'S OVif=r9""Pr°.".49'Scotch Brand
PIMENTO CHEESE Sliced - -lb.
HAM
Or
SALAD BACON
8-oz.
Cup 49
OIRANGE & GRAPE DRINK _ _ _ _
45
— — 200 count 3 F° °. 89
10 Ni AlO
2gt  25i oz. car.
ampai
iitfow CORN ".()/ rancan
Kitch-N-Kraft Purple Hull or Blackeye
— PEAS
Kraft
,P/
cans
for 
tige
PRESERVES Strawberry or Peach
!1(2 -ri.- 25e
t
,b590
46oz.
can
gr
Campbell's
TOMATO SOUP „,, „, 2 ettionr‘ 29e
THIS
THREE PIECE
PLACE SETTING
' Only
9 .
iii: 
S7AM. TO9PM..
.e6 DAYS A WEEK
With a $500 OR
MORE PURCHASE
a.
%OPER mARAUT
••••• -•••
uomputer m housing
WASHINGTON (UPI) -
Computers can significantly re-
duce design time and construc-
tion costs in low-income hous-
ing, according to a research proj-
ect funded by the Department
of Housing and Urban Develop-
ment (HUD).
HUD says an architect can
program a design for the.com-
puter, obtain a coat estimate,
and then experiment with modi-
fying his design to reach an
optimum design at lowest pos-
sible costs of development and
construction.
ax plant
NEW YORK (UPI) -
The Poya carnosa, or wax plant,
is one of many foliage plants
that do nicely indoors through-
out the fall and winter. Be-
cause the wax plant likes to
dry out a bit between waterings,
keep it in a porous clay pot to
provide even, natural drainage
and prevent. ovens atering -- the
cause of most house plant fail-
ures.
Bees must visit about 2,000
flowers for each tablespoon of
honey they produce.
First football game on TV
was played 30 years ago
NEW YORK (UPI)-'While
major league baseball and college
football are celebrating their
100th anniversaries this. year
and pro football is marking its
50th season, there's another
sports commemoration this fall.
It is the 30th anniversary
of the first telecast of a football
game. In 1939 Fordham gave up
a touchdown in the first five
minutes but then rallied to
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER 8. 1969
defeat Waynesburg 34 to 7 be-
fore 9,000 fans at Randalls
Wand Stadium here.
A pair of television cameras
blinked at the action and trans-
mitted it to about 1,000 viewers
in the New York metropolitan
area. RCA was pioneering
coinmercial television and it
stationed one camera at the 40
yard line and the other in a
booth at the top of the stands.
The New York Sunday News
said:
"Visual eavesdroppers as far
away as W estport, Conn., 45
miles from the W2XBS ham'
mitterat the top of the EinOire
State Building, saw Fordhaiti
triumph. Observers said that the
images were equal in quality to
those of newsreels, with most of
the action plainly visible."
Earlier that same year RCA
had telecast the first major
league baseball coverage of a
double header,at Ebbets Field in
Brooklyn where the Dodgers
split with the pennant-bound
Cincinnati Reds. -
Say-Rite is your Complete Drug Store
with Total Discount Prices on Prescrip-
tions and on Over 5,000 other Brand
Items!
KNOW YOUR PHARMACISTS . . .
they're specially trained to fill your pre-_ _
scriptions efficiently and promptly . . .
AND to advise your about your health
needs!
CHARLES W. ADAMS (left) is at your service always! Charlie
attended the University of Tennessee at Martin for his pre-
pharmacy training And graduated from the University of Ten-
nessee Medical Unit in Memphis. He also received a minor
degree at Memphis State in marketing and attended the Mid-
western School of Broadcasting in Chicago. He and his wife,
Phyllis Gayle, have one daughter, Angel Dawn, just a little
over a year old.
• • •
ADRIAN LIGON (right), who recently joined Say-Rite, is a
graduate of the University of Kentucky College of Pharmacy
and is a licensed pharmacist in Kentucky and Illinois. A native
of Paducah, Ky., he is a U.S. Army veteran and is married.
His wife, Kay, helps instruct mentally retarded children. They
have two children. David and Lisa, and reside at 805 N. 19th
Street in Murray.
Phone our pharmacy in Be! Air, 753-8304
or stop by and visit our pharmacists . . .
they'll be happy to show you the many
values we have in all departments.
GET TOTAL DISCOUNT PRICES ON
ANAHIST TABLETS
. . the clear cream
for the natural look
Mt sea. Value 2
$1.99 Value
44-oz.
hair groom
FOR $1
66'
These Are Just A Few of
Say-Rite's Many Low, Low Prices!!
Why Pay More?
CHECK OUR BIG SAVINGS ON DEODORANTS
RIGHT GUARD
Anti-Perspirant
Checks Wetness!
55-
Valuegral ox.
SAVE ON HAND LOTIONS
Corn Huskers
Lotion
$1.01  Value
66*
PAIN, COLD AND
Anahist Cough Syrup
GGe Non-
Value UU Alcoholic
Anahiat Spray
$129 Value ISO
WILKINSON SWORD BLADES
Super Sword Edge
Made in England
$145 Value  Its
790 Value  2 for $1
Colgate Rapid Shave
New! Improved
Reg. or Lime
YOUR GGe $1.19
CHOICE! UU Value
CONGESTAID
Instant Medicated Vapor
Venture444fraittemeze
GILLETTE SURF SPRAY SHAVE CREAM with K-34 FACIAL ANTISEPTIC
61-oz., 79( ea. Val 2 for $1 - 11-oz.. $1.19 Val. 6$4 - 14;4-oz., B1.49 Val. $34
Lustre Creme
Hair Spray
Holds with
getting sticky!
79* ea. Value
!If
,Ss
as
ill FS ES run nine rill !II
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Full guarantee urged
for gov't home loans
By NORMAN KEMPSTER
WASHINGTON (UPI) - A
new government study suggests
that interest rates on FHA and
VA home loans could be re-
duced by one percentage point
if the government would pro-
vide a full guarantee of repay-
tnent.
That would save home buyers
a total of $500 million a year.
On a $25,000 house, a one per-
centage point reduction would
save the buyer $6,210 over a
30 year mortgage.
The government Am guaran-
tees about 95 per cent of each
Federal Housing Administration
(FHA) and Veterans Adminis-
tration (VA) home loan, leaving
the lender with some risk, al-
though not much.
A study team headed by Prof.
Irwin Friend of the University of
Pennsylvania said the small "re-
sidual' risk assumed by the len-
der is a costly drag on the
housing industry.
The 3,500-page report ex-
plained that a 100 per cent
federal guarantee would elimi-
nate duplication of risk control
procedures and servicing costs
by the lender.
It would cost the govern-
ment no more in overhead to
insure all of a loan than it does
to guarantee 95 per cent of it.
In addition, the report said,
a full government guarantee
would make home mortgages
more attractive on the secondary
market, thus sucking new money
into housing construction.
Besides, the report said,
"federally underwritten loans
would become available to bor-
rowers anywhere in the United
States since the dependence of
borrowers on local originators
would be greatly reduced."
Significant benefit .
That could be a significant
benefit to many potential home
owners. Recent figures have
shown that more than 30 per
cent of the FHA's regional of-
fices are unable to make all
eligible loans because of a lack
of available funds.
If a national mortgage mar-
ket is developed to replace exist-
ing local markets, the regional
variations in the supp4 of funds
would be eliminated.
The report recommended a
pilot project using full federal
underwriting on government
programs to help the disadvan-
taged buy homes. If the plan
works well, the report said, it
should be extended to all FHA
and VA loans.
The report also recommended
that the goverrunent experiment
with "flexible" mortgage repay-
ment plans to supplement pre-
sent reliance on monthly equal
payment loans.
One suggestion was that
young families with low current
income but expanding prospects
be permitted to repay a loan on
a scale that would increase
monthly payments as income in-
creased.
Such a plan would permit a
young family to move into a
home of its own sooner than at
present.
Cottonseed processing was a
pioneer Texas enterprise.
* * *
The center of population of
the United States in 1790, when
the population was 3,929,214,
was 23 miles east of Baltimore.
Hospital Report
ADULTS 93
NEWBORN 10
OCTOBER 3, 1969
ADMISSIONS
Mrs. Lurley Scull, Box 18,
Hazel, Miss Paula Moore, Box
410A Hester Hall, Murray State
Univ.; Corbett Rifler, Shady Oaks
Trlr, Crt., Murray; Miss Amy
Miller, Rte. 1, Farmington; Mrs.
Mary Jo Hughes, Box 1004 Coll-
ege Crt., Murray, Jefferson Sh-
roat, 407 S. 6th St., Murray.
DISMISSALS
Mrs. Phyllis Henson, Hardin;
Mrs. Janice Cathey, Rte. 2, Mur-
ray; Walford Bickel, 914 Wald-
rop Dr., Murray; Mrs. Audrey
Cook, Rte . 6, Murray; Mrs.
Peggy Hoke, Rte. 2, Murray;
Miss Marie Lennon, Box 22,
Univ. Station, Murray State Univ.;
Mrs. Ann Buchanan, Rte. 1, Haz-
el; Mrs. Betty Miller, 1411 Sy-
camore, Murray; Wildy Miller,
Rte. 3, Murray; Mrs. Eunice
Mortoetrzyte. 1, Hazel; Master
Greg Black, Rte. 1, Farmington;
Mrs. Eula Page, 1402 Poplar
St., Murray; Andrew Garrett,
(Expired), 604 Vine St., Mur-
New town eliminates
any traffic headaches
LITCHFIELD PARK, Ariz.
(UPI) - How to keep traffic
moving?
Simple - take out the "tur-
bulence," the interruptions and
stops in the flow of movement
that snowball into snarls, delays,
and sometimes accidents.
-Litrhfield -Park is a new town
being built on open farmland
near Phoenix. Its traffic en-
gineers have designed a road
system that makes it a com-
munity deliberatay designed to
cope with automobiles.
All main roads are fenced and
landscaped so through traffic
can move quickly. There are
no stores, homes, businesses or
even filling stations along arte-
rials, so no cars are parked along
the roads, and there are no
driveways, neon signs, utility
poles or other obstructions a-
long the route. The result:
no turbulence.
All stores and businesses are
off the main roads in shopping
centers or industrial parks.
Homes are built on side streets
that are either cul-de-sacs or
long looping curves that return
cars to their starting point. So
cars don't look for shortcuts
through Litchfield Park's resi-
dential areas.
-Aa .& final. touch. a sepsrate
network of foot paths winds
for 35 miles through the town,
open to cyclists or pedestrians.
It encourages residents to leave
their cars at home and walk.
Since all homes are near schools
and stores, the pathways elimi-
nate much local traffic.
The layout works, and traf-
fic turbulence is reduced, as
..well as the friction between pe-
destrians and autos and between
fast-moving through traffic and
slower local autos. The result
is roads that are safer, faster,
more efficient, quieter and
cleaner.
Celestial Empire once was a
popular name for China.
Amy Levitt, hero playing Peggy Wood's granddaughter on "Cinsi lifti to Live," may not
know it, but her TV grandma once was million of London's and Now York's musical stags.
By MEL HEIMER
AT 77 i she is one of the rare
actresses who calmly lists the
YEAR of her birth in biogra-
phies), Miss Peggy Wood is
some seasons removed from the
halcyon days when she was the
toast of London and New York
in "Maytime" and "Bitter-
sweet," but she is just as pro-
fessional and brisk as ever. The
only thing that baffles her is
the fact that people still think
of her as Mama.
"There isn't a day goes by,"
Miss Wood said the other after-
noon, "that someone doesn't
recognize me from the 'I Re-
member Mama' days on televi-
sion ---and that started up just
20 years ago, if you remember.
Of course, the people who come
up to me in the street ARE a
little older now, but most of
them still think I'm the Nor-
wegian mother of a brood."
• • .
SHE IS trying to do a little
something this month about
that image, with a four -week
guest appearance - - "cameo, is
the word they use" on ABC's
daytime soap opera, "One Life
LA to I e," in which she plays
Mrs, ate Nolan, a grandma.
-The no real story about
why I'm doing it," she said.
'Doris Quinlan, the producer,
was assistant producer of 'Ma-
ma' and when she rang up and
said she had this part for me,
I just said 'Well, if you don't
know what I can do, after eight
years with me, no one knows.'
So I accepted."
It was eight years, at that,
that "Mama" lasted - seven
years "live" and the final sea-
son on film. "What I remember
most fondly from those long TV
years," she said with a smile,
"is that when movie people
came to work in it, I borrowed
their imperious phrase and told
them 'Don't forget --this is an
entirely different medium.' As if
an actress has to worry about
different mediums, to act!"
• • •
LOOKING BACK, Miss Wood
felt CBS really wasn't very en-
thusiastic about "Mama" at the
start. "We only were contracted
for eight weeks at first," she
recalled, "and they gave us a
Friday time slot that I'm sure
they felt was disastrous, which
we wouldn't survive. But
whoosh we took off, and after
a while, shows were trying to
book the time just before and
just after 'Mama.' "
Always active, the Brooklyn-
born Peggy in recent years has
been a driving force in staging
the first American College Dra-
ma Festival she's honorary
chairman of it now in Wash-
ington. "We don't have to worry
about actors and directors in
the coming years," she says se-
renely. "The groups that made
up the ten finalists were just
wonderful."
She refuses to believe the
Broadway theater, which this
season offers slim pickings. is
finally on the way out. "It's AL-
WAYS been on the way out,"
she said firmly. "but it always
survives. For one t hin g, off-
Broadway is creating a whole
new, interesting audience --- one
that goes to sec the play itself,
rather than the star in it."
Miss Peggy does admit, how-
ever, that Broadway's show-
houses are rather critical of
condition now. "They're too ex-
pensive, for one tbing, with the
$15 top that is cu'rrent bound
to price some people out of
show-going," she said, "and
also, Broadway isn't the safest
place in the world these years.
I'm no coward but I wouldn't
dream of going to the theater
unescorted these years. Broad-
way is pretty rough."
• • •
ACTUALLY, Miss Wood's TV
debut was accomplished 31 years
ago in England, where she was
the rage of London as Sari LAn-
den in "Bittersweet." But that
was a whole couple of careers
ago. "Now," she said, putting
up her hands helplessly, "I'm
just Mama, still, to everyone."
She didn't seem to really mind.
Distributed by King Features Syndicate
everybody 1qe4
Pampers
Relieves diaper
rash and chafing.
$34 ea. Value
Secret
Spray
Deodorant
Now an
anti-
persperant
for long
lasting
protection.
FOR EVERY SKIN
Dermassage
Medicated . . . Used in
itals - 6-oz.
9S* Value
66'
ALLERGY RELIEVERS!!
Safety
Plastic
Bottle
34 Tablets
2 F°R $1
LISTERINE LOZENGES
Reg., Lemon No ea Fo t I
or Orange Value L R iv I
Gives soothing, temporary relief
of sore throat.
MENS
NAIRDRESSING
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NAM
saerustAus
Re ea. Value
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100
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FINE FOODS FOR FINE FOLKS101111Wir$
OPEN Ill 9 PM
'PORK
STEAK
L8 590
01 en
FIELDS CHESTNUT
BACON
BEEF • • • • • •
LB. 6_9
CHOICc SIRLOIN
STEAK
•
LB.
BLUE BONNETT
OLEO
LBA19
KEEBLE12 TOWN HOUSE
CRACKERS.16.z. 39
FLAVOR KIST NEW FALL CHOCOLATE
COOKIES
39
FROSTY ACRES FROZEN
FRENCH 
ACRESFROSTY 
cES 
FROSTY ACRES
FROZEN FOODS
IX LB. BAG 3/$1 00
Each
CREAM PIES 14 OZ.
FROSTY ACRES
STRAWBERRIES IC OZ.
CHICKEN FRIED
STEAK PATTIES
8 Patties to Pkg.
19t
GREEN BEANS
2/49
DELITED BLACK BERRY
PRESERVES
18 oz. 450
PRIDE
OF ILLINOIS
CORN_
WHITE CREAM
303 CAN19
BUSH RED
BEANS
#300 CAN
FOLGERS
COFFEE
AMERICAN BEAUTY
CATSUP
14 OZ.19
BUSH WHITE
HOMINY
#300 CAN
3/29
GERBER STRAINED
BABY
FOOD
4'/2 OZ. 1
HOOSIER PRIDE
PICKLES
OT 39
ARMOUR WHOLE
W FRYERSIENER
z 90LB.250
TENDEREST BEEF IN TOWN
CHOICE SWIFTS PREMIUM PROTEIN
BONE STEAK
B $1 .29
Swift
Premium
TIDE GIANT SIZE
Op 11111111111
3 lb 1 c
GIANT SIZE
TIDE an
orityn tWITH THIS COUPON
PRICE
WITHOUT
COUPON 86C
0001
40r0
JOHNSONS GROCERY
417- 
Ott f4, 1969OFFER EXPIRES
UNIT 1 COUPON PER PURCHASE
GIANT
MAXIM FREEZE DRIED COFFEE 4 OZ.
save no
WITH THIS COUPON WHEN
YOU BUY A 4 oz. JAR OF
MAXIM FREEZE-DRIEDCOFFEE
AT_ JOHNSONS GROCERY_
4 02 JAR ONLY 150 WITHCOUPON
4̀Eze op.eo coo°
ONE COUPON PER FAMILY • OFFER EXPIRES Oct. 14, 1969_ _ _ _ _
- - -
VALUABLE COUPON
ARMOUR STAR CANNED
HAM
. 3.1
SNOWDRIFT 
653 LB.
PAL
PEANUT BUTTER
LB.85
YUKON -
PLAIN OR
SELF RISING
FLOUR
10 LB. 99
FARM FRESH PRODUCE
APPLES  RED OR GOLDEN DELICIOUS
TOMATOES HOME GROWN
POTATOES  SWEET
LEMONS
2 LB. 25
ORANGES TEXAS 
ONIONS YELLOW
TOKAY GRAPES
LB. 
25C
LB. HIC
DOZ. 35C
DOZ. 39c
3 LB.  igc
LB. iR
KELLY
SPAGETTI
& MEAT BALLS
150Z. 29
WESSON
OIL
38 oz 15
MISS WISCONSIN
PEAS
303 2/25
ANGLE FLAKE
COCONUT3 oz250
SUNSHINE
DOG
FOOD
1.99
25 LB.
JUMBO
PIES
35
BALLARD
BISCUITS
80Z.9
DEL MONTE
Pineapple Juice
.0z 35
PHU
GAL 5-4
BUSH
KRAUT#3Q3 CAN
2/35c
BUSH MEXI
BEANS
" 300 CAN
2/23
ELIO
3 oz 1 00
MCCORMIC
BLACK
PEPPER
4 OZ. 33
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AEC ON AMCHITKA—This is the Atomic Energy Commission's housing and recreation in-
stallation on Amchitka. The island is 1,500 miles from earthquake-conscious Anchorage.
Not any lumbering fellow
can be an expert logger
By BOB C. MC CONACHIE
NANAIMO,B.C. (UPI)—There
was a time when a love of the
outdoors, strong arms and a
sharp axe were enough to qualify
for a career as a lumberjack.
"Greenhorns" were sent into
the woods to learn the job the
hard way, endangering them-
selves and their fellow workers.
Today the logging industry is
feeling the influx of young
people with training in this
• highly-specialized field.
These would-be lumberjacks
are graduates of the B.C. Depart-
ment of Education's Nanaimo
Vocational School for Loggers,
the only school of its kind in
North America.
Here, in a six-week course,
those seeking a career in the
woods are taught logging meth-
ods and terms through classroom
lectures and "in the field"
instruction.
"The day of the axe is gone,"
says Bill Murphy, chief instructor
at the school and a logger for
more than 36 years.
"It's ,no longer a matter of
marching out into the woods
with a double-bladed axe arid
cutting down trees. Logging
today is a mechanical specialty.
Covers everything
Established in the fall of 1965
to combat a critical shortage of
skilled loggers, the school offers
courses in every facet of the
industry, from chokermen and
logging machine operators to
timekeepers and first aid men.
"The main objective of the
course is to pre-condition the
greenhorns into the facts of the
woods," Murphy said.
"It's a beginners course, what
we call a pre-apprentice course.
We get the students safety con-
scious and then give them the
fundamentals of logging."
Wood products companies on
Vancouver Island provide assist
ance and equipment to. the
school when needed, and hire
many students after graduation.
Murphy said the shortage of
Better driver testing
seen in new system
UNIVERSITY PARK, Pa.
(UPI)—A driver testing center
developed at the Pennsylvania
State University may be the
answer to the better screening
of drivers that is needed as more
cars take to the roads.
The Oval-Eight, as it is called
by the designers, contains a one-
mile oval plus 2.6 miles Of road-
way patterned in a figure eight.
Once inside it, the driver
would encounter anything from
a four-lane, four-way intersection
to traffic lights and a six-block
city layout.omplete with curb-
ing or freeway on-and-off ramps-
The center could test from
five to 10 cars at any one time
Over a 15-minute period with the
ears reaching muknurn speeds
of 40 miles per ra-lieat various
parts of the course.
The drivers would proceed
through the testing area by them-
selves, linked to a control tower
by walkie-talkies.
Richard Olsen, a research
assistant at the Penn State Safety
Center and project director, said
drivers will be given instructions
and told to follow sign or route
numbers to a certain destination.
"His performance will be
scored electronically on how well
he controls his speeds, adjusts to
different situations and manipu-
lates his car in the traffic lane,"
Olsen said.
So far, the Oval-Eight is a
dream,- Cititit7tt'the-Trans-
portation and Traffic Safety Cen-
ter of the Pennsylvania State
University under a $30,000 grant.
But the U.S. Department of
Transportation has been asked to
participate in establishing a pi-
lot site at Penn State.
Pennsylvania Governor Ray-
mond P. Shafer, in endorsing the
proposal, said the purpose of
improved license testing was not
to eliminate larger numbers of
drivers from the road but to
"raise the qualifications of dri-
vers...to help them identify their
deficiencies before they are
licensed."
CARS ARE DELICATE
WASHINGTON (UPI) — For-
mer National Highway Safety
chief William Hadden Jr. says
most U.S.-built cars are "re-
markably delicate." Hadden,
now president of the Insurance
Institute for Highway Safety,
told the Senate antitrust and
monopoly subcommittee Mon-
day tests showed one car
received $814.90 in damages
when it crashed into a wall at
the speed of a man jogging.
Hadden said the institute tested
four 1969 four-door sedans— a
Chevrolet, Ford, Plymouth and
the American Motors SST.
BEGINNING 
Our 84th Year Of Leadership
October 8, 1969
OCTOBER 8, 1886 OCTOBER 8 1%9
Today October 8,1969 we enter our 84th year
of continuous service to Murray and Calloway
County, And renew our pledge of Public
Service:
TO EVER REMEMBER THE DEEP OB-
LIGATION of public trust bestowed upon
us by the profession we are engaged in...And
to place the obligation above all else.
TO BE EVER MINDFUL OF OUR PAT-
RON'S WELFARE..To strive for perfection
in every detail..and to let neither wealth,
poverty, creed nor position in life influence
to the slightest extent the full degree of sym-
pathetic understanding and service extended
by us.
TO KEEP EVERY TRANSACTION INVIO-
LATE..To hold in strict professional every
detail of arrangement entrusted to our care.
TO DO EVERYTHING WITHIN OUR
POWER to lessen distress at the time of
sorrow..and to accomplish this with a per-
fect understanding of every need.
TO EXTEND TO ALL ALIKE, regardless
of how modest or how elaborate a funeral
may be..a capable and sympathetic service
that leaves behind memories of enduring
beauty.
TO MAINTAIN AN ESTABLISHMENT that
will provide a means of assuring proper
respect for the privacy and comfort of
the bereaved family. .and one that is fully
with the high ideal of our profession.
TO MAKE OUR SERVICE..and the access-
ories that our a part of it..as reasonable
In price as good business principles make
possible..and so available to all.
TO ACHIEVE ALL POSSIBLE KNOW-
LEDGE pertaining to our profession..to study
every new development related to our work..
and to do this so that the common good may
be better served.
TO THIS CREED WE PLEDGE OURSELVES
ANEW AS WE ENTER OUR EIGHTY FOURTH
YEAR OF LEADERSHIP AND EXPRESSOUR
SINCERE THANKS AND APPRECIATION TO
ONE AND ALL ALIKE FOR YOUR CON-
TINUED CONFIDENCE AND FRIENDSHIP.
IN EXPRESSING THIS APPRECIATION WE
ALSO PLEDGE THAT WE WILL ALWAYS
STRIVE TO MERIT THE CONTINUATION OF
THESE PLEASANT RELATIONS FOR MANY
YEARS TO COME.
The J. H. Churchill Funeral Home
Ronald W. Churchill, Owner
"THE HOUSE OF SERVICE SINCE 1886"
PHONE 753-2411
THIRD & MAPLE STREETS MURRAY, KENTUCKY
skilled people in the loggin in-
dustry is so critical that 'this
year we have placed 95 per
cent of our students before they
Twgrdateaaureien.'
desperate need of
good loggers," Murphy said. "I
would definitely recommend it
to the young people of today.
Its not as uncivilized as it used
to be. As a matter of fact, many
of the logging camps are nicer
than most oe Vancouver's
suburbs.
"And there's mho danger of
running out of timber. It is
going to be the economy o
British Columbia forever."
Follicle count
NEW YORK (UPI)—Whether
or not blondes have more fun,
they do have more hair than any
other people. There are approxi-
mately 180,0(X) hairs in the aver-
age blonde head of hair, com-
pared with 2 ,000 for a
brunette and only about 50,000
for a redhead, according to re-
searchers for a hair products
company (Clairol).
* * *
Ns many as 40,000 workers
were engaged at one time in
construction of the Panama
Canal.
* * *
Columbus sailed from Palos,
Spain Aug. 3, 1492, on his first
voyage to America.
wee
LEAVING SOUTH VIETNAM, members of the 3rd Marine Division tote their gear to their
ship at Da Nang. They fit into the latest presidential order for a 35.000-man cutback.
REVOKES LICENSE
WASHINGTON (UPI) —The
Treasury has announced the
formal revocation of the license
of Prensa Latina, the Cuban
news agency, to operate in this
country. The State Department
asked for the revocation in
retaliation for Cuba's closing of
the Havana bureaus of United
Press International and the
Associated Press last month.
Stanley Summerfield, chief
counsel of Tieasury's Foreign
Italian screen star Rossanc
Eirazzi has a recurring role ir.
ABC's ambitious new "Surviv-
ors" series by novelist Harok
Robbins. He plays a wealthy
Greek who attempts to renew
a romantic relationship with the
character played by Lana Turner
years after their original
encounter.
Assets Control Division, hinted
the license might be reinstated
if Prensa Latina agreed to
restrict its activities to cover-
ing the United Nations.
WORKING WIVES
WASHINGTON (UPI) —More
than one out of three of the
nation's wives are working at
paid jobs, compared with one in
five in 1952, according to the
Census Bureau. It said Monday
that in 1952 8 million of the
nation's 35.2 million wives were
working outside the home but
last year 15.3 million married
women out of 43.3 million had
Paying lobs.
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Well
Testing Center
Because Of Directors
Runs OPEN1
Until
Shopping
Redemption
DAYS A WEEK
Midnite For Your
Convenience.
Center Next
01• • • ...._74tzys nteserft+i/ • e a If /
AT• • •
a .
Less
•
By L. H. Edmondson
Cogs make it possible for
gears to function for the oper-
ation of much important ma-
onihery in various types of in-
had experience in high schools
Rowan was a counselor at Northmaridual mot, seheei, 021‘....4
city, Ky., f;; ; three years Tin:
medistely prior to joining the
#ESMICDoor To Store ---, .:.: : 4
We Handle
We Reserve
Only U. S. Prime Beef.
The Right To Limit.
4/11/ 
*austry. Murray State Univer-
sity's Testing Center functions
effectively and efficiently be'
cause of two well-trained and
experienced : "co" Dr. Dm'
aid Rye, director, and Robert
W. Rowan, assistant director,
The Testing Center's "maelli-
esnerY" to into intensivm_e °PI!'
—ati(in this 
month
 will '''''' 
ad
of three ofministration the_
most important testa given our-
lag an academic year: Oct. 18,
MAT (Miller Analogies Test)
for admission to the Graduate
School at MSU and other in.
etitutions; Oct. 18, (American
College Test) for admission to
all state colleges and universi-
ties in Kentucky; and Oct. 25,
GRE (Graduate Record Exam-
b:Nab) for admission to grad-
. 
A 
'
dy at any universitieis.tote stu m
ApproximateLy 250 Penams,.._
are expected to take th ese L'n e
tests which will open the 1969-
70 program of 11 major teats
in diverse fields.
Dates for the 45 administrs-
bons of these 11 tests have
been announced by the Test-
ing Center. Interested persons
can obtain details on any spec-
ific test bY writing pr: Rye.
During the 1968-69 academic
year more than 2,000 in divid-
uals took the large-soale teats
given by the MSU center. Other
tests were used in ontmaeling
MSU faculty in 1965 as an astaxing professor.
Two graduate students, one
graduate assistant, and one un-
dergraduate girl aseist the "R& R cogs" in turning the Test-tog center wheels:
Vondal Former, Ilardwell,
Ky., received his bachelor of
science degree from Murray in
1968 and his master a in educe-Lion here in 1969.
Noel H_A__, 
Murray,eeived 
his BS education 
de_
gree from MSU in 1962. His.
guidance experience includesseverat ____ _ _ .er ,
Ohio
an Yco'rrectio415 analaGundeischooi 
for
'tioth Fortner and H .
are
graduate assistants in the De-
partment of Guidance-Counsel•liflg.
Mrs. Marilyn 
King, 
Bardwell,
Ky., who is a gradu assista te -ant in psychology nd is . .
ed to tire Testing Center, re-
ceived her bachalore degree
summa cum laude from MSU
last January.
Jane Forsythe, Ripley, Tenn.,is a senior maiming in pay.
etiology.
One phase of the Testingcentees _ ,,,._ 
the pub-
lie is not rmnil''''''iar awithreeis punt
counseling done for the Vet-eraas Administration_
LB.
CAN t
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U. S. INSP.
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WHOLE c.
lit --S -
143 persons. _
Tvio-man staff (Rye and nu'
lla are ago fulltime instructors
ill the School of Education's
posit:neat of Guidanee-Coun*
?SEW Vont 242 boom imlit_lear_.
Widows and dependents of
deceased or disabled veterans,
as well as ex-Gls, can obtain, atno <yr* to 
the
 ,...,,__ _ ,,
in, and gician7r counseueguuai tem-
ir-c7m Dr. Rye.
aittliooring
rirgiussies Testing Cellsr,..:
asineh began operation in nips
Under the direction of Dr. Ben
Fiumphireys, gives echicational
Through use of the Murray ---
&ate Testing Center's machin-
ery, square pegs are able to
avoid round ticles in selecting
upatannal goals.
L 8.
COLUMBIA
Sliced Bacon LB.59C
CHUCK U. S.
•
ROAST
PRIME
LB.55tIPICNICS
SMOKED
C2'.
5-S3
LB. 49C
resetinglai, aptitude, interest,
Bad intelligence tests. (Person-oility testing that involves clin-
ical diagnosis is conducted by
be psychoiogical center, winch
)8 directed by Dr, Frank Kod.
pan.)
The Testing Center conducts
for individuals by appoint-
bent or referral.
The director of the center,
i Dr. Rye, is a native of Russell.
F e' a_____Alt* Men„,_____hc4ds 
Tech and'.'"`" '"s and doctor's degrees
from Indiana University. 
11.ti.of his aditanced degrees are in
counseling and guidance., During his doctoral studies he
was a lecturer in counseling and
guidance at Indiana; he also
worked vrith the Indiana Girls'
School, a correctional indite-
lion.
A retired Army certain, Row
an graduated from high seb°°1
in Saul Francisco, He holds a
BS degree from St. Joseph's
College in Philadelphia. Re
came to Murray State in 1957 as
an ROTC instructor.
Rowan has two advanced de-
grees frcsil MSU; he received anMA in education degree in 1962
and an "MA plus 30" degree
In 1965.
Both Rye and Rowan have
Cast addition
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)
Louise Astor, daughter of Lady
Irene Astor, has been added to
the cast of "Anne of the Thou-
sand Days' starring Richard
Burton.
* * *
Co-stars
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Suzanne Pleshette and Ed Nelson
are the co-stars of 20th
Century-Fox's 90-minute movie
• ,
for television, "Along Came a 890SP'der: * * *
Approvedi' 
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Director Ralph Nelson obtained
approval of the Mexican govern.
ment to film "Soldier Blue on
location in Durango.
* * *
Alpert to tour
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Herb Alpert and The Tijuana
Brass will make their first con-
cert tour of Europe this winter,
• • •visiting Germany, Austria, Swe-
den, Denmark and England.
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CRISCO 3 LB. BAG 39c VOID AFTER
WITH THIS COUPON AND OCT. 14th
$5.00 OR MORE ADD. PURCHASE
CIGGS. & TOBB. EXC.
•
100 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 100 100 TREASURE CHEST STAMPS 100
WITH THIS COUPON AND $3.00 OR WITH THIS COUPON AND THE
MORE PURCHASE FROM OUR
DRUG RACK. 
PURCHASE OF 3 LBS. GROUND
VOID AFTER OCT. 14th BEEF. VOID AFTER OCT,14th
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One Injured
(Contlrenod From Page Ono)
Chevrolet two door owned by
Ann Cecchi of Bensenville,
and driven by Charlene E.
C.ecchi of 109 North 7th Street,
Murray, and a 1969 Plymouth
two door driven by Stephen ir
Pass of Murray and Olney, Ell.
, The Cecchi ear was being
tacked out of a driveway and
struck the left door of the Pass
iar, according to the police re-
port.
No damage was reported to
the Ececchi oar, but the Ply-
mouth was damaged on the
door and quarter panel.
Tuesday morning at 8:23 an
accident happened at Main and
6th Streets.
Involved weer a 1966 Dodge
Iwo door sedan driven by Tho-
lbas Bevin Monarch of Route
Two, Covey Drive, Murray, and
a 1963 Buick two door hardtop
driven by Jane Fitts Lovett of
Murray Route Three.
Mrs. Lovett, going west on
Main Street, said when she was
about fifty feet from the inter-
section the light was green for
her and she turned away to
talk to her children in the car.
When she went through the in-
tersection the light had turned
red, according to the police re
port quoting Mrs. Lovett. Mon-
arch, going south on 6th Street,
had the light green for him,
but tried to stop before collid-
ing with the Lovett car, accord-
ing to the police report.
Damage to the Monarch ear
was on the front end and to the
Lovett car on the right side.
Today's
Stock Market
NEW YORK (UPI).— Stocks
opened mixed today in moder-
ate turnover.
Market averages again are
flirting with late July lows, and
there appears to be little in the
news budget to force a change
In direction. Still, some analysts
believe, a short term rally,
possibly for technical reasons
only, could be in the offing
following an almost uninterript-
ed two-week slide.
Shortly after the opening, the
UPI marketwide indicator was
off 0.03 per cent on 360 issues
crossing the tape. Of these, 133
declined, and 126 advance&
Motors were mixed, but
steels backed off. Oils moved in
both directions, as did electro-
nics.
American Telephone eased Vs
to 50%. Polaroid fell to
134,4, but Reynolds Metals
tacked on % to 31% following a
boost in aluminum prices.
In the motors, Ford gained 3/
to 43'4, while Chrysler picked
op % to 37%. But, General
Motors gave up '4 to 71/2.
Chemicals showed a steady
wow
Opposition
(Continued From Papa One)
had cases pending before his
court .— the 4th US. Circuit
Court of Appeals.
Even Haynsworth's strongest
supporters have conceded there
is strong opposition to him,
with estimates of opposition
votes — when and if the nomin
ation reaches the Senate floor
for a vote — running more
than 40. Some critics claim they
can muster enough strength to
defeat the nomination.
Griffin said he made up his
mind to write the letter to
Nixon during the past week-
end. He declined to make pub-
lic the letter. In a statement,
he said:
"The nine men who sit on
the Supreme Court of the Unit
ed States must be examples to
the rest of the judiciary. The
fact that Judge Haynsworth is
willing now to conduct himself
differently in the future is not
a sufficient answer."
Since charges were leveled at
him of at least insensitivity to
the judicial proprieties for sitt-
ing in judgment on litigant in
the 4th Circuit, in whose com-
panies he owned stock, Hayns-
worth has promised to put his
stock portfolio in a trust be-
yond his reach.
This still has not satisfied
some of his leading detractors.
headed by Sen. Birch Bayh, D-
Ind., who continued to insist
that he wanted more time to
present a "bill of particulars"
against Haynsworth. Bayh said
the presentation would convince
a majority of his Senate col-
leagues that Haynsworth was
not fit to succeed Forgas on the
ourt.
Griffin's letter to Nixon say
'ng he could not support Hayns
orth went out prior to disclos.
re that Haynsworth was pre.
&red . te put all his. stocks in
rust. That action apparently
'd not win over Griffin, either
tone. Du Pont and Eastman
Kodak both held unchanged at
1131/2 and 72)ti, respective'
U.S. Steel dipped is to 36%,
while Armco gave up '4 to 27.
Bethlehem lost % to 28%.
Mobil fell % to 55% in the
oils, with Jersey Standard down
'4 to 69, and Standard of Ohio
off 1/2 to 93¼. Atlantic
Richfield, however, climbed 1/2
to 102½. Natomas fell 124 to
91%.
In the electronics, Litton lost
lis 40 451/2, with RCA down a
like amount to 42. National
Cash Register eased% to 145%,
and Motorola was I% lower to
141/2 . Westinghouse picked up
% to 55%.
Versatile
Hi )1.1.YA OOD PI)—Alan
Arkin turns temporarily from
acting to writer-director of his
rust feature-length rmo ie.
"Jimmy Shine... for Columbia
Pictures.
The Win-ter *SEEN & HEARD . . .
(Cor.tinuad From Pao* One)
pair procedures had been fol-
lowed. We just don't have the
money to take them to the gar-
age every time something
breaks down", Billington con-
tinued.
Councilman Crass pointed out
that the collection fees cover
the payroll of the system, but
are not large enough to build
up a reserve fund for replace-
ment of vehicles.
Billington said that the max-
imum life to be expected from
a new truck is five years. He
said that the trucks "roll" eight
hours a day, six days a week
"In fact they are in such con-
stant use that we do not even
have time to stop and paint
them", be said.
He estimated that at least
three of the present vehicles
should be replaced now. The
oldest vehicle will soon be nine
years old, the second oldest, six
years old and the third oldest
five years old.
The first truck cost about $8,-
000 and the last one about $10,-
000. This means that three new
trucks would mean an outlay of
about $30,000.
.Billington indicated that the
old trucks would bring very
little on a trade-in, therefore he
would hope to buy new trucks
outright and keep the old ones
to use on a standby basis. "They
would be worth far more to us
for use in this capacity than
e would get as a trade-in", he
ntinued.
Sanitation vehicles in the
downtown area have two man
crews. The driver acts as both
driver and as a tippler. The
trucks in the residential areas
have a driver and four tipplers.
The tipplers walk ahead of the
trucks to bring cans out to the
street so that the trucks can
make as good a time as pos-
sible.
The condition of the rolling
stock of the system is the criti-
cal item, he pointed out. As
many as three of the trucks
have been "down" at one time
This causes a complete revamp-
ing of collection schedules.
One of the vehicles uses as
much as fifteen gallons of hy-
draulic fluid a week. The leak
in the hydraulic system is such
that it cannot be repaired. He
indicated that this fluid costs
seventy six cents a gallon. "One
of the tipplers on this truck lias
often placed a bucket under the
truck to catch the fluid so that
it will not drap on the pave-
ment", Billington recounted.
Hydraulic fluid dissolves as-
phalt and causes holes in a
paved surface.
Mr. Crass pointed out that
the system attempts to save
money in every way that it can
in order to reduce operational
costs. The system saved $220
last month since the city has
installed the gas pumps at the
system's headquarters. The
work done by Billington, Mar-
vin Thorn and other employees
of the system on the trucks, has
not only saved money, but has
actually kept the system i n
operation.
Among the improvements
needed at the system headquar-
ters are a water supply (the
nearest water at this time is at
Tom's Pima Palace or in the
close vicinity); some type of en-
closure where vehicles may be
serviced; white chat or paving
around the immediate area of
the headquarters and same type
of chopper to reduce limbs and
branches to chips.
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Billington pointed out that at
the present time there is no re-
serve at all. In other words if
vehicle breaks down, decis-
ions must be quickly made in
order to maintain service. if
new vehicles are purchased and
the three old trucks retained
by the system, then an old trucx
could be placed into service on
a temporary basis until the new-
er vehicle is repaired.
Just what is the solution to
the difficulties the system finds
itself in? Both Crass and Bill-
ington were of the opinion that
if the proposed payroll tax is
passed this would solve the pre-
dicament the system is in. If
the tax is not passed, then both
believe that collection fees
should be raised substantially in
order that the system can pay
its own way.
Both are of the opinion that
the system should be self-su-
staining.
Whatever the outcome, Sup-
erintendent Rex Billington and
Councilman Crass look forward
to the coming winter months
with same misgivings.
(Continued From Page One)
tb Murray. Just retired from
the Armed Forces He's in the
graduate school at MSU. She's
interested in art, so we referr-
ed her to the Murray Art Guild,
which she had already visited.
Folks who have Marigolds are
reaping rich dividends. The
daylight of fall seems a little
different than of summer, which
gives Marigolds almost a fluor-
escent coloring.
Our Hickory Trees are turning
rapidly. For some reason Scaly
Barks lose their leaves first.
A wild three days is coming up
at Kaintuck Territory this week-
end. Music Festival USA it is
called. Also exhibits of handi-
craft artists will be on display
as well as an artists fair. Ray
Harm will be on hand for this
cccasion. Sounds like fun.
Murray High meets Trigg Coun-
ty here on Friday and Murray
State meets Southeast Missouri
here on Saturday. Sounds like a
lot going on. Don't stay home.
Get out and go.
Purchase Area
Hog Market
Federal State Market News
Service, Ott. 8, 1969 Kentucky
Purchase Area Hog Market Re-
port Includes 10 Buying Sta-
tions.
Receipts 609 Head, Barrows and
Gills 50e Lower; Sows, Steady
to 25 cents L, wer.
US 2-3 200-240 lbs $24.75-25.25;
US 2-4 190-2441 lbs $2450-25.25;
US 2-4 240-260 lbs $24.00-24.59s
US 3-4 260-280 lbs $23.50-24.00;
SOWS:
US 1-2 270-350 lbs $22.00-2250;
US 1-3 300-550 lbs $21.00-22.00;
US 2-3 450-650 lbs $20.00-21.00.
.Miss Cook, 65,
• Dies At Cadiz
CADIZ, Ky., Oct. 7 — MIS;
Nellie Elizabeth Cook, 65, Cobb
Rt. 2, died at 11:15 p.m. Monday
at Trigg County Hospital.
Funeral services will be held
at 2 p.m. Wednesday at Goodwin
Funeral Home with the Rev
Clark Boyd officiating. Burial
will be in Adams Cemetery,
Miss Cook is survived by her
mother, Mrs. F. M. Cook of
Cobb; two brothers, Firmon
Ben Cook, both of Cobb, and
three sisters, Mrs. Georgia
kdams and Mrs. Amanda Mc-
Cormick, both of Cobb, and Mrti.
Doc1a Campbell of Princeton.
Friends may call at the funer-
al home.
Navy Gives
(Continued Prom Pees 1)
were described as Communist
base camps, weapons positions
arid bunkers 81 miles north and
51 miles northwest of Saigon.
A belated report from gov
eminent spokesmen said a ter-
rorist shot to death a Saigon
paliceman and his son Sunday
night near Saigon's Tan son
Nhut Airport. The assassin es-
caped.
Nearly 600 more American
troops left the war zone Tues-
day under the second phase of
President Nixon's cutback plan
They included the Army's 295th
Ammunition Company, bound
for Boston.
Pilot film
HOLLYWOOD (UPI)—Juliet
Mills, Bayley's older sister, will
star in a television pilot film,
"Nanny Will Do," for ABC-TV.
Now the Vicunas Face
Danger of Extinction
LIMA, PERU (UPI): The fashion conscious of the
world, unwittingly combining good taste with greed, are
threatening with extinction one of South America's most
interesting animals.
Long before the Spanish
conquest of Peru in the
16th century, the Incas had
a reverence for the beauti-
ful cloth made from vicuna
(vee-kun'-yah) wool. It was
so esteemed only the Inca
nobility was allowed to
wear it. Today the luxu-
rious cloth is coveted al-
most like a rare sable.
BUT UNLIKE modern
man, the Incas managed to
protect their prized vicuna,
a wild, deer-like animal kin
to the alpaca and the lla-
ma.
The Incas had their own
game management laws,
holding hunts at intervals
spaced by several years.
Thousands of the children
of the sun would be used in
great drives, killing any an-
imals of prey in the high
Sierra. But they trapped
the vicuna, shearing them-
of their precious wool, then
setting them free in their
cold, windy mountain coun-
try where they seldom
were seen at altitudes of
less than 9000 feet.
Despite his efforts to leg-
islate protection, the mod-
ern Peruvian has not fared
so well with his game man-
agement, and the vicuna to-
day is threatened with ex-
tinction. His wool has be-
come too valuable, and his
wildness too much to let
him be domesticated profit-
ably—except for one nota-
ble exception.
THE RESULT is that ani-
mals are killed for their
wool, mostly by hunters
armed with high-powered
rifles, lights, and four-
wheel-drive vehicles.
A quick shot to kill the
male leader of a herd, and
the females wander help-
lessly about, confused, easy
marks.
Freelance photographer
Derek Furlong recently
found a stack of more than
30 vicuna heads. Hide hunt-
ers had slain an entire herd
for the wool.
The reason is plain.
A VICUNA overcoat in
the United States may sell
for $800 or more. It was a
vicuna coat that precipitat-
ed a political scandal after
President Dwight D. Eisen-
hower's special assistant,
Sherman Adams, accepted
one as a gift from an indus-
trialist.
It is impossible to know
how many vicuna are left
in the mountains of Bolivia
and Peru, the only coun-
tries where the animals are
found.
If it had not been for a
rancher and the United Na-
tions, the creatures might
be externunated.
A preserve in the south-
ern highlands of Peru is
the principal feeding
ground today for most of
the pure blood vicuna still
in existence, but it is esti-
mated that not more than
1000 or so are on the Cala
Cala ranch near Puno not
far from Lake Titicaca on
the Peru-Bolivian border
where rancher Francisco
Paredes first succeeded in
breeding them. A few ani-
mals are left in Bolivia, but
there are not believed to be
many.
On Sept. 16, the Peruvi-
an government moved
again to help protect the
vanishing animals with a
new, stronger law. It corn-
.plements older legislation,
but makes the penalties
more harsh for anyone
caught importing, export-
ing or using for commer-
cial purposes the wool or
skin of the vicuna.
The terms of the new law
are easy to remember—one
year in prison for each ani-
mal taken.
MATSUSHIRO, Japan (UPI) -
In four years since this moun-
tain village first began to shake
seismologists have recorded
711,670 earthquakes, none of
them strong enough to cause
mator damage.
But the scientists say the total
energy released by the tremors
is equivalent to two atom bombs
of the type dropped on
Hiroshima.
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ANITFEW
Three of the 6 ucks have
passed their life expectancy
and rely almost completely on
the skill, ability and devotion
to duty of the employees who
operate them The winter
months will make it even more
difficult to keep them in oper-
ation.
A meeting of the Sanitation
Committee of the City Council
and Superintendent Billington
is planned for Thursday at 5:00
p.m. to discuss further the
needs of the system.
QUALITY TABLEWARE
5% PASSBOOKS
"EXTRA EARNING"
PASSBOOKS
50/0
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WITH
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Free, Buy Additional Settings For $2.25.
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5 1 /4 %
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U.S.D.A. INSPECTED WHOLE
BREAST
LEGS
THIGHS
FRYERS
LB. 59c
LB. 49c
LB. 49c
GREEN BEANS
FAMILY PAC LB. 29
JACK SPRAT
CUT
ROOT BEER DAD'S
GIANT SIZE
6/$1.00
49C14 GAL. 
DETERGENT
6
THE LEDGER & TIMFEI — MURRAY, KENTUCKY
WE NEVER CLOSE
NEW STORE HOURS
OPEN 24 HOURS A DAY
1 DAYS A WEEK
FOR YOUR SHOPPING CONVENIENCE
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
ROUND STEAK
LB 89C
U.S.D.A. CHOICE
SWISS STEAK LB  89c
1611AiligY FRY STEAK LB  880
U.S.D.A.
RUMP ROAST LB 99
V4 PORK LOIN 1-B68
WEINERS
ROSED ALE
PEACHES
TOWELS
PUREX
BLEACH
VANITY
HEIFETZ
FRECOCONUTS 
PKG. 390
3RoLLs$1,00
v2GAL.24
2 ROLL PAC
EA HO
a/
WEDNESDAY -- OCTOBER 8, 1969
Save Your Food Giant Cash
Register Tapes And Get
1% Cash Refund For Your
Favorite Church Or Charity.
Ready To Go
BAR.B.Q
RIBS
FRYERS
SANDWICHES
FRYERS
CHILI KELLYSWith Beans
Beef
Pork
Ham
Lb.94
Lb.5R
5/$1.00
CUT UP LB. 290
15 OZ. CANS
8 BOTTLE CTNS.
PEPSIp ni
16 OZ. BOTTLES uu LAS
WITH BOTTLES 6
LIMIT 2 CTNS
GTRAPErRUIT JUICE
POTATO CHIPS Twin Pac
NO. I RED
POTATOES
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SEAT SCHOLARSHIP GETS A ROOST
quartars In Richmond, Va., contributed $2,570
• recent meeting of its board of directors in
(left to right) Dr. John C. Robertson, associate
hart, dean and director, UK College of Agricu
bee of Southern States" board of directors, and
community serykes for Southern States Co
THE
— Southern States Cooperative, with head-
to the William A. Seay Scholarship Fund at
Lexington. Shown in the presentation are:
dean of instruction and Dr. Charles E. Barn-
iture; James Campbell, Harrodsburg, a mem-
Paul Mullin's, Richmond, Va., director of
operative.
William A. Seay Memorial
Scholarship Fund Growing
LEXINGTON, KY. — TheWill-
lam A. Seay Memorial Scholar-
ship Fund, to date, has received
over $8,000 in contributions, acc-
ording to Hayden Timmons, fund
chairman.
The scholarship fund will be
used for students to study agric-
ulture at the UlliVersity of-Kea-
tucky. The fund is in honor of the
late Dr. Seay, dean of the UK
College of Agriculture, who was
killed this past February in the
crash of his private plane in
West Virginia.
The contributions will be in-
vested, Dr. John C. Robertson,
associate dean of instruction in
the UK College of Agriculture,
said, and the interest on the
current amount 6f contributions
will pay the tuitions of two studen-
ts.
"We are hopeful that additional
gifts will be made, so that other
deserving students can be helped
to pursue careers in agricultu-
re," Robertson said.
"We have no shortage of recip-
ients, for the freshman class in
agriculture has increased 50 per
cent over last year," he added.
A committee of agriculture
faculty and members of the ad-
visory committee for the fund
raising drive will meet soon to
establish guidelines for award-
ing the scholarships.
Economic need, scholastic ab-
ility, and the potential for advanc-
ing the agricultural industry will
be among the factors considered
in choosing the recipients, Rob-
ertson_said,__
The largest single contribution
so far has been $2,5'70 from Sou-
thern States Cooperative and its
branches throughout Kentucky.
Timmons, director of adminis-
trative services, with RECC,
said that contributions are still
accepted and that they may be
mailed to the Dean's Office, Ag-
ricultural Science Center, Univ-
ersity of Kentucky, Lexingtoc
40506.
To make pie fillings at home
as smooth and creamy as
packaged commercial mixes, stir
or sift the dry ingredients with
the sugar before combining with
liquids called for in the recipe.
This prevents powdery cocoa,
cornstarch or flour from
lumping when eggs and milk are
stirred in and the mixture is
cooked.
To make a less-rich dessert
topping, add I stiffly beaten egg
white to 1 cup of heavy cream,
whipped. Fold in 1/4 cup of
sugar, either powdered or
superfine for rapid dissolving.
Freeze. Makes 3 cups of topping
instead of the usual 2 cups from
whipped cream alone.
*
STEEPLEJILL -- Mary Ann
Quinn shows off her prowess
as a flagpole painter in Sa-
linas, Calif. The steeplejill,
of Los Gatos, Calif., was a
legal secretary until she
switched vocations.
•-•k
go
NATIONAL 4-H WEEK
ttt
KING SIZE
29c
) JOY
DETERGENT
220Z 49,
BOTTLE
-SAVE 10t-
MEXICORN
SHOE P" WHITE CORN
NIBLETS CORN 120Z.CANS
SWEET PEAS 17 Oz
GREEN BEANS
BANANAS
Yams 2 - 29C
NI 6 t H
10 69
RED OR GOLDEN DI LICIOL s
Apples t
CIABO
Yell ow Onions Lb. C
J 
WHITE OR PIN)
Florida Grapefruit 
For 24n
IDAHO
RUSSETT
POTATOES /0 
LB.
"G88
JAN)' F'1510
Peach Pie  49C
Marvel
ICE CREAM Gallon S1.19
Tomatoes j L,n, I
CLIFF HOUSE
Lunch Meat 2 -_109
oz $1 00
HORMI I
Chili (.„,
ARISTOCRAT W'rk 
SALTINES
4 BOXES 1"$100
SAVE lit
COUPON 500 rimwe5Jpj.j ,I 
WORTH 111 00Frozen Awake 3forl
SILVERDUST
DETERGENT
WITH THIS COUPON
GOOD ONLY i [AK!' FOOD STORES'
99
COUPON X PI RFS
SAT., OCT.II
WITHOUT COUPON
KING SIZE 51.49
LIMIT ((UPON YEA CUSTOMER
LEDGER At TIME 
Visit To
Fontana Is
Opportunity
By Lynn Dunn
Calloway County Teen
Club Member
— MURRAY, KENTUCKY
1 was one of 30 4-H'ers from
this area to have the opportunity
of going to Fontana Village, Neirth
Carolina for a week.
We went by bus, and stOppatli
at interesting places. Our most
interesting stops were: The her-
mitage, home of Andrew Jack-
son: Gatlinsburg, a city of many
highlights and a tour thru the
Smolide Mountain National Park.
When we arrived at Sleepy
Bear Lodge we were already
in the mood for our week's stu-
dy. We had seven resource cla-
sses including: water, air, wild-
life, minerals, atmosphere, soil
tad human nature. We attended
two classes daily.
We had a choice of recreation
which included: horse back rid-
ing, swimming, golf, camera hik-
es, tennis, badmitten and base-
ball. In the evening we saw mov-
ies and heard interesting speak-
ers. The climax of the evening
was a square dance.
I wish more 4-H members cou-
ld make this wonderful trip each
year. There are so many oppor-
tunities for young people in 4-11.
If you aren't in 4-H now why don't
you loin, and get in on the fun?
If you are already a member
then stay in and work harder
for it is very rewarding.
The first Nobel Prize for liter-
ature was won in 1901 by Rene
F.A. Sully Prudhomme of
France.
Youthful actor
HOLLYWOOD (UPI) —
Scott Garrett, 10, will play the
son of Godfrey Cambridge and
Estelle Parsons in "The Night
the Sun Came Out."
• * *
Chief, a bay g,eldinF who was
the last cavalry horse in the U.S.
Army, died May 14, 1968 at
Fort Riley, Kan., at the age of
36 after 18 years in semi-
retirement.
* *
World Island is the name
sometimes used-when referring
to the combined land mass of
Eurasia and Africa.
WEDNESDAY — OCTOBER R. 1969
Sheeprah experiment
COLLEGE STATION, Tex.
(UPI) — A breed of sheep from
Finland, noted for producing
multiple births, has been
imported by the United States
Ewan experimental basis.
The Finnish Landrace Sheep
usually produces an average of
two to four lambs per lambing
in contrast to the one or two
born to American domestic
sheep.
* * *
There has been only one King
John in English history.
‘.)
WE'RE TAKING DEAD AIM AT INFLATION WITH...
CENTER CUT
ROUND OR
RIB STEAK
CHUC
KBLADE (UT
STEAK Le
SUPER RIGHT
Skinless Weiners
COUNTRY TREAT (2 Lb. PL. SI 45)
Li 69c 
Pork Sausage et
U.S.D.A. TURKEY
Hindquarters 
ALL BEEF
Hamburger
(Grade Al
Lb
LONER
lc 0
BONELESS RUMP Ok
PR
Sirloin Tip Roast '1"
Swiss Steak s1"
BOTTOM ROUND OR
Round Steak 
fOP
$1 18
STEAK
T-Bone
Snow Floss 2 gna,
SAUERKRAUT 
jlb.
a r
SLICED
Beef Liver Li 58
flONF.I.ESS _
Rotisserie Roast .. S1 T8
SIRLOIN
$1"LB.
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REAL ESTATE FOR SALE NOTICS NOTICE
WE HAVE a few places listed
where the owner is arurious to
sell. Make us an offer on one of
these.
(1). EXCEPTIONALLY nice 3-
bedroom, 2-teth borne on Ky.
121. Large foyer, formal din-
ing room, completely carpeted.
Kitchen has all built-ins you
can think of. Over 2000 sq. ft.
of floor space. You need to see
inside this .house to truly ap-
preciate the fine quality.
(2). 9 ACRE FARM on 641. Spac-
ious country home with radiant
heat, large den, 3 bedrooms,
formal dining room. Plenty of
room for horses. Enjoy city
comforts M the oatmtry.
(3). Nice, very inexpensive 2-
bedroom frame home an 121.
This house can be purchased
cheaper than you could build.
(4). Spacious home located in
one of Murray's finer subdivi-
sions. This house has a library,
3 bedrooms, den, and a com-
pletely built-in kitchen. Own-
er will sell or lease with part
of resat going towards down
payment.
(5). NEED 3 bedrooms cheap?
This one is on 641 south and
listed tar $8,500.
%ELL CARED for 3-bedroom
frame house. Has transferable
loan at 51/2%. The payments
are cheaper than rent. A real
good buy at $15,000.
RENTAL PROPERTY ti block
from the University. 3 apart-
ments are bringing in $235 per
month. Can be bought for only
$15,500.
CUTE 2-BEDROOM cottage in
Lakeway Shores on Ky. Lake.
Beautiful antique furniture is
included for just $10,600.
ELEGANT 2-story brick in
Kingswood. This home is taste-
fully decorated in antique blue
with hints of gold and white.
The intercom also has AM-FM
radio. Let tie show you this
beauty.
NICE 3-Bedroom brick on Cata-
lina.
NEW 3-bedroom brick on Park-
land, $16,500.
NEW 3-bedroom brick on
Keeneland.
THINKING of a sm.:11 hums?4. e have 2 mobile homes coat-
with furnittue :10Ft'‘ jail
each.
KMERCIAL end Residential
Loia:
(1). BEAUTIFUL Sherwood
Forest.
(2)- ON CALLOWAY, 75' x 100'.
(3). Railroad Ave. 190' x 100'.
(4). NEAR stockyards, 105' x
180'.
(5). LOTS for duplexes or a
partrnents, Wells Blvd. Ext.
LARGE HOME with garage a-
partment on Ky. 121 West.
Look it over and make us an
offer.
NEED A FARM???
70 ACRES, good barn, pond and
spring, partly fenced and sow-
ed down. Can be bought for
$7,000.00!!!
55 ACRES, well fenced, excel-
lent pasture. This farm also has
a real good 3-bedroom brick
home. $21,000 will buy it all.
TOP NOTCH 70 acre !.3rm. RJOIT1
for cattle and farming too.
Spring fed creek. Brick home
with fireplace in den.
50 ACRES well fenced. 3-bed-
room frame has fireplace and
big country kitchen. You can
own all this for $19,500.
10 ACRES on blacktop road
with 2-bedroom frame, $11,000.
10 ACRES with nice brick home
Ideally located for subdividing.
What would this be worth to
you$$$??
28-ACRE FARM on Gibbs Road.
White 3-bedroom frame house
16 acres of on base. Owner
is asking only 916,000.
BIG OLD 4-bedroom country
house. Owner wants to move
to town. Make us an offer.
54 ACRES at Dexter. Has good
highway frontage for beautiful
home sites.
WE HAVE MANY beautiful
home sites on Kentucky Lake:
BEAUTIFUL Lake view lot at
Pine Bluff Shores.
AirateFIRo: to beach in Lake-
hares.
NT lot at Lakeway.
UTIFUL wooded hillsideREky
Cypress Creek.
others at Lakeway and
Pine Bluff.
WE ARE FORTUNATE to have
listed a piece of property with
the best income per inveat-
mere you can find. The owner
lives in one of the 6 apart-
merits and still takes in close
to $500 per month. We will be
glad to discuss this otie with
You.
2-BEDROOM home with 2 a-
eartments in building behind
home. Fully furnished and on
quiet street. Ideal for young
couple needing income. Priced
right.
WILSON INSURANCE, Real
Estate and Auction Company,
202 South 4th Street, Murray,
Kentucky, noes 753-3263
0-10-C
t
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Fiberglass Belts Stabilize the Tread
Polyester Cord Runs Smooth and Cool
Safety Stop Treadwear Indicators
Luxurious Turnpike Design
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YOU FOLKS IN TENNESSEE . . It will pay you to
check on the price of these tires!
EXCLUSIVE DISTRIBUTORS
CAIN & TAYLOR
itt GULF STATION
Corner of Sixth & Main Phone 753-5862
See Our Selection of Fine Used Cars
POR SAL!
1968 VICEROY trailer, 12' z 41,
located at University Heights
Trailer Court. Phone 753-8291
after 10:00 a. in. 0-111-C
AUTOS FOR SALE
1968 OLDSM01171E 98 four door
hardtop with factory air and
vinyl roof. All pewee 1968 GTO
with black vinyl roof and has
and her transmission. Cain and
Taylor Gulf Station. Corner of
6th and Main. 0-10-C
1968 PONTIAC Catalina with
factory air, black vinyl roof
and doable power. 1967 Chry-
sler 300 Lour dom. hardtop.
Faotory air and all power. Gold
with black vinyt rot-Cain and
Taylor Gull Station Corner of
6th and Main. 0-10-C
1966 CHEVY II station wagon.
V-8 automatic with power
steering. 1966 Chevrolet Inn.
pala two door hard top. Cain
and Taylor Gull Station. Corn-
er of 6th and Main. 0-10-C
1966 BUICK Skylark with fac-
tory air, double power and con-
sole in the floor. 1967 Chrysler
New Yorker, four door hardtop,
with factory air, vinyl roof and
power steering and brakes. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of tith and Main. 0-10-C
1965 OLDSMOBILE 88 four door
hardtop with factory air and
power. 1968 Buick LaSabre four
door sedan with factory air and
double power. Black vinyl roof.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-10-C
SERVICES OFFERED
WILL CONTRACT new houses.
General repair wort and addi-
tions. Phone 753-338(1.
Oct.-16C
PROFESSIONAL resident-
ial painting. Brush, roll, spray.
References. Free estimates
Phone 753-3488. Oat. 214
SEMI-RETIRED man would like
Job as night watchman or jani-
tor. Rest references. Phone 753-
8386. 0-13-C
1966 PLYMOUTH Fury I four-
door sedan. 1961 Buick Skylark
with factory air and double pow-
er. Cain and Taylor Gulf Sta-
tion. Corner of 6th and Main.
0-10-C 
BLACK TOP PAVING
No Jobs to Small or Large
to be Appreciated
Free Estimates
Contact:
A. Z. FARLEY
Phone 753-5502
Between II:00 a. in. and
500 a. as.
NICE COPPERSKIN sweet po-
tatoes'. Please bring your con-
tainers. Cooper Jones at Jones'
Mill. Phone 247-5283. 04-C
SPINET PIANO: Wanted, re-
sponsible party to take over low
monthly payments on a spinet
piano. Can be seen locally.
Write Credit Manager, P. 0.
Box 276, ShelbyvWe, Indiana.
0-11-P
USED SPINET Piano. Lonardo
Piano Co. Your complete music
store. Across from the Post Of-
fice. Paris, Tenn. 0-104
USED SINGER sewing machine
with Zig-Zag and all regular at-
tachments. Sews perfectly and
fully guaranteed. Cash price
$24.50 or payments may be ar-
ranged. Write giving phone
number to Martha Hopper, Gen-
eral Delivery, Murray, Ky.
0-10-NC
FOR longer wear keep carpets
clean with Blue Lustre. Rent
electric shampooer $1. Western
Auto Store. Home of "The
IWishing Well". 0-&C
I WOULD LIKE to keep a
child, part time, in my home.
Call 753-7207. 0-9-P
WILL DO IRONING in my
borne Experienced. Phone 753-
4516. 0-9-C
FL( )ORS CLEANED, waxed,
buffed, home or office. By day
seek or month. Window clean-
Call 753;3096. ,TIC
1962 CHEVY 11 Nova two door
hardtop. 1965 Falcon two door
sedan six cylinder automatic.
Cain and Taylor Gulf Station.
Corner of 6th and Main. 0-10-C
1964 FORD Ealitane station wa-
gon. 1965 Buick LaSabre four
door sedan, locally owned. Cain
and Taylor Gulf Station. Corn-
er of erth and Main. 0-10-C
1967 CAMERO. Gold with black
vinyl roof, automatic transmis-
sion, 327 motor and console in
the floor. 1959 Chrysler four
door sedan. 1962 Pontiac four
door sedan. Cain and Taylor
Gulf Station, Corner of.6th and
Main. 0-10-C
1963 FORD Galaide four door
sedan. 1949 Chevrolet pick-up
truck. Cain and Taylor Gulf
Station. Corner of 6th and Main.
0-10-C
SAWS FILED: 'Pinlchig shears
Mad scissors sharpentd.- Small
appliance service. 512 Smith
12th Phone 753-6067. 0-10-P
AUCTION SALM
AUCTION SALE-Calloway Co-
unt High School, 7:30 p. m.
Ant.ques to brand new items.
Sponsored by band for new
uniforms. ITC
LOST AI POUND
LOST - Five month old male
collie. Lott it vicinity of Story
Ave. and 13th St. Child's pet.
Call 7534996 0-13-C
WANTED TO BUY
REAL ESTATE POE SALE
HOUSE on three acres of land,
seven miles out of town on May-
field Highway 121. Phone 753-
5860 or 753-3930. 04-C
FOR SALE OR TRADE: House
and five acres, on black top
road, close in. Phone 753-7458
after 4:00 p. in. 0-13-P
BY OWNER: Two-bedroom
house, carport, 34 acres of
land, stock barn, corn crib and
other storage buildings. Locat-
ed three miles from city limits.
Phone 753-2925. 0-9-P
BY OWNER: Two-bedroom
frame house. Electric heat, fen-
ced in back yard, close to Uni-
versity and grade school. Phone
753-8719. TIC
THREE-BEDROOM brick, cen-
tral heat and air, carpeted, built-
in appliances. In city school dis-
trict, transferable loan. Phone
7534518 1TC
AUTOS FOR SALE
REPOSSESSION. 1966 Ford
Cralaxie two door hardtop. Good
condition. Make bid. Can be
seen at 204 South 4th Street,
Murray, Monday through Friday.
0-9-C
1964 DODGE, %eon pick-up
V-8. Has two new tires. Please
call 753-5860 or 753-3930.
0-9-C
1965 VOLKSWAGEN, runs per-
fect, $550.00. Call 753-4440.
0-13-C
1959 FORD Station Wagon, V-8,
automatic. Also 1967 Chevro-
let Van, long wheel base. Phone
753-8359. 0-10-C
FOR RENT
riVO-BEDROOM mobile home.
Couple or boys. Apply in per-
son only. See Brandon Dill at
Dill Trailer Court after 4:00
p. as. Located at Murray Drive-
in entrance. TFC
UPSTAIRS furnished apartment
Phone 753-5860 or 753-3930.
0-9-C
HOUSE at 203 So. 6th Street.
Phone 753-3912. 04-C
SIX-ROOM unfurnished apart-
ment, air conditioned, carpet-
ed. Call 753-8175. 0-9-C
NICE 2-BEDROOM trailer. Al-
so 160 Honda for sale. Call
753-3328. 0-10-P
12' WIDE two-bedroom air-con-
ditioned mobile home. Located
at Waldrop Trailer Court. Call
753-5953 or inquire at 701 Syca-
more Street. 0-9-P
MOBILE HOME, three bed-
rooms, 14 baths, automatic
washer, furnished. Mobile Hotrfli
Village, phone 753-3895. 0-13-C
SMALL FURNISHED apartment
at 40'7 South 8th. Phone 753-
5010. If no answer call 753-
1538. 0-13-P
NICE FURNISH:ED apartment
for four girls. Available No-
'ember It. Phone 753-5108 af-
ter 4:00 p. m. 0-14-C
APARTMENT. A combination
for four girls. Phone 753-1518.
0-10-C
UNFURNISHED two-bedroom
duplex apeatment. $80.00 per
month. Phone 753-5517 or 435.-
5791. 0-10-C
NOTICR NOTICE
I.READY TO BUY A COLOR TV?
The three things to look for in buying a Color TV:
1. SERVICE - Bob Randolph.
2. PERFORMANCE - Only total automatic color on
the market.
3. NAME BRAND. Magnavox.
WE HAVE ALL THREE!
COME BY AND LET US SHOW YOU
WHAT WE HAVE
LEACH'S MUSIC & T.V.
Dixieland Center Chestnut Street
Phone 753 7575 Itch 
WANTED: Horse trailer. Phone
'68 GMC 3,4 Pickup, also '66 753-4837. 04-P
Mustang 2 plus 2, 289, auto-
matic, power steering and fac. WANTED: Used baby bed, good
tory air. Phone 753-6420. 0-10-P condition. Call 753-5299. 0-9-P
FULL SIZE Frigidaire, portable,
deluxe model, dishwasher. Rea-
son for selling, have a built-in.
Phone 753-5017. 0-84
BALDWIN PIANOS and organs
Rent or buy. Lonardo Piano Co.
Your complete musk store.
Across from post office, Paris,
Tenn.
H-0-9-C
BABY SWING on stand. Never
been used. Seat can also be
used as car seat. Phone 753-
6145. 04-C
300 BALES good Wheat hay.
Call 436-2289. 0-9-NC
GIRL'S CLOTHES: Dresses,
skirts, sweaters, slacks, size 10.
Two coats, size 7 and 10. La-
dies full length suede cost with
mink trim, size 10. Three-piece
butte knit suit, size 10. Phone
753-5899. 0-0-C
BE gentle, be kind, to that ex.
pensive carpet, clean it with
Blue Lustre. Rent electric sham-
pooer $1. Big K. 0-11-C
LARGE complete HO electric
train, excellent condition, $30.
Incomplete Lionel Train, $15.
Call 753-6977 after 3:00 p. as.
04-P
GREY MOHAWK wool rug. One
15' x 20', one 9' x 13', two 12' x
14'. Phone 753-5617 daytime;
753-3430 nights. 04-C
USED
type
lion.
POE SALE
HAY: Eleven acres of good
dean jaw hay. For sale on the
stump. Lee Bolen, Kirksey, 489-
3741. 0-14-C
COLDSPOT refrigerator. Good
running condition, $15.00.
Phone 489-2106. 0-10-C
ELECTRIC BLANKET with
dual controls for' double bed
and Sunbeam ten speed elec-
tric mixer bowls and fruit juic-
er. Phone 436-2380. 0-10-C
VINYL UPHOLSTERED living
roam suite. New, $75 00. See at
804 Broad Extended after 3:30
p. m. 0-10-C
LIVING ROOM suite and Frig-
idaire stove. Very good condi
tion. Must sell. 504 North 4th
Street after five p. us. 0-10-P
PUBLIC HEARING
Notice is hereby given by the
Planning Commission for the
City of Murray, Kentucky, will
hold a public hearing at 7:30
p. as., October 21, 1969, at City
Hall.
The purpose of this meeting
is to conduct public hearing on
a proposal to rezone certain
areas in the City of Murray,
Kentucky.
Ftesolved, that the following
described areas in the City of
Murray, Kentucky, be rezoned
from R-2 Residential District to
B-2 Business District.
All property located on the
east and west side of South
12th. Street from Poplar Street
to Sycamore Street.
This public hearing is being
conducted in accordance with
KRS Ch. 424.
All interested parties are
cordially invited to attend this
public hearing.
MURRAY PLANNING
COMMISSION
Dr. Thomas B. Hogancamp
Commission Chairman
1TC
ACCEPTS OFFER
WASHINGTON (UPI) - The
federal government has accept
ed an offer of $10,000 as
settlement for its bill of $71,795
for damages caused at "Resur-
rection City." Assistant Atty.
William D. Ruckelshaus
said Monday the Interior
Department had made the
estimate of damages caused by-
the erection of a tent city in
West Potomac Park during the
1968 Poor People's Campaign.
The sponsoring Southern Chris-
tian Leadership Conference
offered to settle for a $5,000
cash deposit and $5,500 the
ROUND wringer, government got for the lumberMaytag
washer. Excellent condi-
Phone 753-5757. 0-9-P
GOOD USED GE refrigerator,
black and white TV, study ta-
ble, Monarch marking machine
and oae display table. Phone
753-6287 after 5:00 p. as. 0-9-C
HELP WANTED
WANTED 145 citizens in Almo
district to join Alm° PTA.
0-6-C
WANTED: HBA Route Man to
write orders and service Health
and Beauty Aid departments
in retail stores. Econoline truck
furnished. Home at night. Sal-
airy and all expenses paid.
Starting salary $109.00 per
week. High School education
required. Reside in or near Mur-
ray, Kentucky or Paris, Tennes-
see. For' additional information, -
applicants please write or phone .
Tom Brizendine, .1 Zinsmeist
er Company, P. 0. Box 427,
Greenville, Kentucky, phone
502/333-2834. 0-9-C
FIVE COLLEGE boys needed
part time. $50.00 to $75.00 per ;
week. See Mr. Roper at The -
Ken Bar Inn, Thursday, Octo-;
her 9th at 8:00 p. m.
-
WANTED: Experienced dinner
cook, short order cook, dish-.
machine operator. Must be neat,.. 
efficientand dependable.
Iliac work. No phone calls. Ap-
ply in person Colonial House
Smorgasbord. 0-13-C
WANTED: Women An work for
cosmetic firm. Unlimited op-
portunity. For interview come
to Mid-Towner Friday, October
10 from 9:00 a. In. till 5:00
p. as. 0-9-P
WAITRESS WANTED, day
shift. Apply in person at the
University Inn. 0-9-C
YOUNG MEN and women, 18
to 26 can earn an extra $60.00
to $100.00 per week. Greet for
factory workers, college stu-
dents, etc. Meet Mr. Vander-
mark at 8:00 p. m., Thursday,
October 9th at the Ken Bar
Inn. 0-9-C
DING-DONG' Christmas selling_
starts early with Avon-earn
$-SSfor your Christmas in spare
time near your home. Start
now. Call or write Mrs. Evelyn
L. Brown, Avon Mgr., Shady
Grove Road, Marion, Ky. 42064,
985-3363 H-0-10-C
WANTED-Experienced book-
keeper for PAEOC. Salary MO
per month. Applications should
be in on / or before October 9,
1969. An Equal Opportunity Em
Player. 0-8-C
Byzantine architecture was
developed under the eastern
Roman empire from the time of
Constantine to its fall in the 15th
Century.
The first attempted assassin-
ation of a U.S. president was
directed at Andrew Jackson on
Jan. 30, 1835, by Richard
Lawrence whose two pistols mis-
sed fire while Jackson was at-
tending a funeral in the Capitol.
* * *
The first American govern-
ment in New Orleans ordered 25
lashes on the back for persons
convicted of gambling a third
time.
Peanuts.
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Northside
Shopping
, Center 
JIM ADAMS I G A
* Prices Good Through Tuesday Oct, 14th4 *
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO LIMIT QUANTITY
Northside
Shopping
Center 
uICE
ts3iliE
STEAK
L1.29
Cut And Wrapped
Free!
21 ;11,,Als
BEEF
ROUNDUP 
'REF
SwF'
Fore LB 534
TABLERITE
FREEZER FILLER
SALE
Hind
Quarter
45 L B . 
 NetFRWeight
SPECIAL $29.95
10 Lbs. Rib Steak 5 Lbs. Beef Stew
10 Lbs. Chuck Roast 5 Lbs. Short Ribs
LB.
IGA Customers
Save More!
LB 67C CompleteSide LB 57C
45 LB .  NetFR 
EWeight
EZER  SPECIAL $39.95
10 Lbs. Round Steak 16 Lbs. Ground Beef
5 Lbs. T Bone Steaks 5 Lbs. Rump Roost
10 Lbs. Ground Beef 5 Lbs. Swiss Steak
THRIFTY
BACON
SALAD
DRESSING
7CPj:: 49'
LB. PKG. 5
Beef4 Lbs. Boneless 5 Lbs. Cube SteakStew
lRUMP ROAST
BONELESS9c 
FRUIT Pineapple/GrapefruitDELMONTE
COCKTAIL D46II.PAK
"'CT tifor89c 3)1°°
S
L .
DELMONTE
303 CAN 4
" 1CHUCKWAGON . 
ft,1 STEAKS 10 FORS A 
00
GREEN MAXWELL HOUSEINSTANT
BEANS COFFEE
.
for 89 Reg. 52c 25c2 OZ JAR
CAMPBELL'S
TOMATO 8
SOUP
APPLES
RED OR
GOLDEN'4 LB.
ICE
MILK
GRA! ES
RED TOK AY
49c LB 119c 
6
Store OPEN 24 Hours DAILY -- CLOSED SUNDAY
MA PARKAY
DEL
GAL. 
39C
JONAOz. a;orsloo
MARGARINE 
29(
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